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ABSTRACT
Comparing Fecal DNA Capture-Recapture Methods to Traditional Mark-Resight
Methods for Estimating Abundance of Mule Deer on Winter Ranges
by
Andi M. Stewart, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2022
Major Professor: Dr. Mary Conner
Department: Wildland Resources
Monitoring big game populations is vital for making well-informed management
decisions, yet traditional aerial mark-resight methods can be costly, risky, and do not
work in all sampling areas. In the eastern Sierra Nevada, California, USA the Round
Valley and Goodale mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) herds have been monitored for
decades. This long-term monitoring effort is ideal for evaluating fecal DNA-based
capture-mark-recapture (CMR) for estimating population abundance on winter ranges
and in snowy, winter conditions.
In Chapter 2, I estimated abundance using fecal DNA CMR on the Round Valley
and Goodale winter survey areas (January-March; 2020). I compared precision (CV) and
cost of fecal DNA CMR to aerial mark-resight (MR) surveys for estimating population
abundance during the same time period. In Round Valley, population abundance
estimates from aerial MR were more precise (CV = 6%) than population estimates from
fecal DNA CMR (CV = 20%). Fecal DNA was not possible in the Goodale study area
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due to weather and logistical constraints. Simulations indicated that fecal DNA CMR had
the lowest cost per percent CV (~$60,000 for CV=10%) and aerial MR using GPS collars
has the highest cost per percent CV (~$200,000 for CV = 10%). Based on my results, I
recommend using fecal DNA CMR when researchers can survey an adequate proportion
of the survey area and collect an adequate number of samples, as indicated by power
analyses.
In order to improve the efficiency of spatial sampling designs for fecal DNA
CMR, in Chapter 3, I evaluated the relationship between GPS points (2017 – 2020), the
average kernel density based on GPS points (2017 – 2020), and the predicted use from a
GPS-based RSF (2017-2020) and pellet pile counts within the Round Valley survey area.
There was a significant positive relationship (p-value ≤ 0.001) between the number of
GPS points, the average kernel density and number of pellet piles per selected cell (n =
36). However, the GPS-based RSF only explained about 3% of the variance within the
pellet pile count data. This indicates that GPS-based RSFs are not be the best method for
spatially prioritizing sampling design to improve fecal DNA CMR. I hypothesize a more
informative stratification scheme can be developed based on counts of pellet piles from
throughout the survey area, rather than from GPS based RSF outputs. More informative
strata should improve the precision (CV) of abundance estimates from fecal DNA CMR
surveys on large winter landscapes.
(118 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Comparing Fecal DNA Capture-Recapture Methods to Traditional Mark-Resight
Methods for Estimating Abundance of Mule Deer on Winter Ranges
Andi M. Stewart
Well-designed monitoring strategies are required to obtain accurate estimates of
population abundance, which is important for evaluating conservation and management
strategies. Obtaining abundance estimates using traditional survey methods, like aerial
surveys, is not possible in all scenarios and can be expensive and risky. One survey
method that has gained popularity in the last decade is fecal DNA-based capturerecapture (CMR). However, this method has not been evaluated on winter ranges or in
snowy, winter conditions.
My first objective was to implement fecal DNA CMR to estimate abundance of
mule deer in the Round Valley and Goodale winter survey areas in the Eastern Sierra
Nevada, California, USA (2020). I compared precision and cost of fecal DNA CMR
surveys to aerial mark-resight (MR) surveys for estimating abundance. I found that while
aerial MR surveys had more precise estimates of abundance for our field situation, the
cost was higher than for fecal DNA DMR. When comparing study designs with the same
precision, simulations indicated that fecal DNA CMR typically had the lowest cost. I also
found that fecal DNA CMR surveys were not effective in all areas. Therefore, when
evaluating whether to apply this method, I recommend reviewing annual variation in
weather, constraints on access to the winter range, and the scale of effort needed to
achieve adequate coverage.
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My second objective was to evaluate the relationship between GPS points (2017 –
2020), a kernel density estimator, and a resource selection function (RSF) to the number
of pellet piles counted (2020) in the Round Valley survey area, California, USA. There
was a positive relationship between the number of GPS points and the average kernel
density per cell and the number of pellet piles. However, based on the large amount of
variation in the pellet pile data not explained by the RSF, I conclude GPS-based RSFs are
not the best method for generating strata. I recommend that managers use the number of
GPS points or a kernel density estimator to inform fecal DNA CMR surveys. If GPS
points are not available, I recommend that managers use the number of of pellet piles per
survey cell to generate a well-informed stratification scheme, which can be used to
improve the precision of abundance estimates from fecal DNA CMR surveys on large
winter ranges.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Obtaining accurate estimates of population vital rates, such as abundance,
survival, and composition, is a priority for ecological monitoring and improving
management practices. In particular, population abundance is a key indicator of
population dynamics across both space and time (Shaffer 1981) and can help managers
understand the relationships between environmental factors and population dynamics
(Kelt et al. 2019). In fact, population abundance estimates are typically used when
making and updating management plans, including, setting harvest levels, assessing
impact of human developments, and assessing progress towards recovery of threatened or
endangered species (Holmes and York 2003; Osmundson and White 2017).
Mule deer (Odocoleius hemionus) are widely distributed throughout the western
United States and populations persist in a wide variety of habitats (USFS). Despite their
large distribution, regional mule deer population numbers can fluctuate significantly in
response to a number of factors including severe weather, changes in predation pressure,
habitat availability, and anthropogenic factors (Unsworth et al. 1999). Mule deer
populations in the western United States experienced significant declines in the 1960s
through the mid-1970s and again in the 1990’s (Workman and Low 1976; Unsworth et al
1999). Therefore, estimating population abundance and other vital rates is important for
long-term management of mule deer throughout the West.
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) is responsible for the
monitoring and conservation of fish, wildlife, and plants, and the habitats on which they
depend throughout the state of California. Mule deer are an important big game species
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that provide ecological value and recreational opportunities, including hunting and wildlife
viewing. In the eastern Sierra Nevada, CDFW monitors several mule deer herds. CDFW
delineated deer herds throughout the state of California based on expert opinion of natural
deer population units that inhabit the same area, depend on the same food supply, and
endure the same weather conditions. Migratory deer herds, like in the eastern Sierra
Nevada, are defined by deer utilizing a distinct range during winter months and that range
is bounded by topographical features (CDFW unpublished documents). Obtaining accurate
estimates of herd abundance as well as vital rates, like survival, and recruitment, are a
priority for ecological monitoring with an overarching goal of informing future
management decisions. Two mule deer herds, the Round Valley and Goodale mule deer
herds, have been heavily monitored. The Round Valley mule deer herd in particular is
historically important and the aggregate demographic monitoring and modeling effort
represents one of the longest and most in-depth studies on mule deer (Kucera, 1987, 1988,
1992, 1997, Pierce et al. 2004, Monteith et al. 2011, 2014, CDFW unpublished data). Due
to the abundance of data and continued intensive monitoring, these herds are ideal for
testing the accuracy and precision of new methods for estimating population vital rates.
One method that has not been tested in the eastern Sierra Nevada, or on any other
large winter ranges, is DNA-based capture-mark-recapture (CMR). In this method, DNA
is obtained for microsatellite genotyping through non-invasive collection of genetic
material, such as feces (Talberlet et al. 1996, Mills et al. 2000, Waits and Paetkau 2005).
Sloughed intestinal epithelial cells are present on the surface of fecal pellets. These cells
can be scraped off the outside and used for genetic testing using modern laboratory
techniques (Ball et al. 2007, Wehausen et al. 2004, Epps et al. 2018). Brinkman et al.
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developed (2010) and field tested (2011) protocols for obtaining DNA from the outside of
fecal pellets for Sitka black-tailed deer. Results from DNA from hair samples have been
used with CMR models to estimate population size and other vital rates (Boulanger et al.
2004, 2008, Miller et al. 2005, Lukacs et al. 2007, Kendall et al. 2008, Fusaro et al. 2017),
and these methods have been more recently applied to DNA from fecal samples.
Fecal CMR surveys have been successful for estimating abundance of ungulate
species when fecal pellets are being collected from game trails, (Brinkman et al. 2010,
Lounsberry et al. 2015, Brazeal et al. 2017, Furnas et al. 2018), point attractors like water
drinkers and salt licks, (Schoenecker et al. 2015, Woodruff 2015, Pfeiler et al. 2020, Pfeiler
et al. 2021), or when the survey population and survey area are relatively small (Poole et
al. 2011, Lounsberry et al. 2015, Pfeiler et al. 2020, Pfeiler et al. 2021). However, using
fecal DNA testing to estimate mule deer abundance on winter ranges (where big game
populations are typically monitored, post fall harvest (Rabe et al. 2002), has not been done.
Instead, aerial counting or mark-resight is typically used. While such traditional methods
work well, this non-invasive method poses significantly less risk to observers and is
potentially more cost effective.
However, on winter range individuals are not drawn into a limited point attractor
and it can be difficult to know where to survey. Similar to all population abundance
surveys, sampling design is crucial for obtaining reliable results and is an important
consideration in DNA-based CMR surveys (Lukacs et al. 2007), but is particularly
important when the study area is large. A key component of an appropriate sampling
strategy for all CMR surveys is random selection of sampling units. But, selecting random
units over large areas can be inefficient, in that cells without any animals can be sampled,
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and estimates can have large variance. Stratified random sampling can increase precision
of estimates and can narrow confidence intervals if the strata are chosen well. (Thompson
et al. 1998 and Krebs 1999). A stratified random sampling design groups similar units
together within strata, and randomly selects samples from each stratum (Thompson et al.
1998). A priori understanding of the population’s distribution on the landscape is hence
necessary to define strata from which to develop a sampling scheme to efficaciously use
fecal DNA CMR for estimating abundance.
Here, I propose using GPS points, KDEs, and or RSFs as a tool to improve
implementation of CMR surveys by using them to define strata for a stratified random
sampling design on a large area. Counts of GPS points can be used to better understand
the spatial distribution of mule deer locations across the landscape. Further, a kernel
density estimator (KDE) based on GPS points can quantify how collared animals spend
their time (Peron 2019) and some aspects of space use including home ranges (Warton
1989), interactions (Millspaugh et al. 2004), and resource use (Millspaugh et al. 2006).
However, GPS location points and KDEs only represent GPS collared animals, not
necessarily the entire herd, especially if the sample is not representative. One means of
characterizing areas where a species is likely to occur in space is through resource
selection functions (RSFs). Resource selection functions are a statistically rigorous form
of habitat suitability indices (Boyce et al. 2002) that estimate the relative habitat selection
strength by an individual animal or population of interest (Manly et al. 1993, Boyce et al.
2002, and Avgar et al. 2017). RSFs can be used to predict future distributions of
populations or where individuals, including uncollared animals, are likely to occur on the
landscape. However, the RSF model is still based on data from only collared animals and
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may not be representative of the entire population. Additionally, GPS locations can
reflect many different behaviors for mule deer, not just where they defecate. To
determine if GPS based methods can be used to improve fecal DNA CMR survey design,
I need to assess the correlation between GPS points, their KDE or RSF outputs, and pellet
piles.
For chapter one, the primary objective is to compare precision, accuracy, cost, and
logistics of fecal CMR to aerial mark-resight (MR) for estimating population abundance
on winter ranges. I will implement and evaluate fecal CMR as a noninvasive, alternative
to traditional methods on winter ranges. I will generate a cost comparison per unit of
precision for fecal CMR and aerial MR under identical conditions. Additionally, this
study aims to provide recommendations for long-term monitoring of mule deer in the
Intermountain West.
For chapter two, the primary objective is to assess whether GPS-based analyses
can predict where pellet piles are found on the landscape. I will evaluate the relationship
between GPS points, kernel densities, and the predicted (relative) probability of use from
an RSF and the spatial distribution of pellet piles within a survey area. If these methods
are positively related to pellet pile counts, they could be used to inform sampling design
for fecal DNA CMR surveys.
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CHAPTER 2
CAN WE USE FECAL DNA CAPTURE-RECAPTURE TO ESTIMATE
ABUNDANCE OF UNGULATES ON LARGE WINTER RANGES?
ABSTRACT
Monitoring big game populations is vital for making well-informed management
decisions. In the eastern Sierra Nevada, the Round Valley and Goodale mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus) herds have been monitored using traditional mark-resight
methods on winter ranges for years. Although mark-resight methods work well for
estimating abundance, animal capture for marking is expensive, invasive, and risky for
animals and researchers. These drawbacks motivated us to evaluate fecal DNA-based
capture-recapture, a non-invasive method for estimating abundance, on winter ranges.
This method has been successful for estimating abundance when animals are
concentrated around a required resource or pellets are collected from game trails, but has
not been evaluated using randomly selected transects on larger winter ranges where
traditional methods work well. We compared precision (CV) and cost of fecal DNA
capture-recapture surveys to aerial mark-resight surveys for estimating population
abundance. In the Round Valley and Goodale survey areas in the eastern Sierra Nevada,
California, USA, we conducted annual aerial mark-resight surveys and collected fecal
pellet samples in Round Valley during winter months (January – February) 2020. Fecal
DNA from pellets were genotyped to identify unique individuals and sex. Population
abundance estimates from aerial mark-resight surveys were more precise in Round
Valley (CV = 6.6%) compared to population estimates from fecal DNA capture-recapture
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(CV = 20.4%). However, based on simulations from Round Valley study data, to obtain
the same CV (CV = 10%), fecal DNA capture-recapture is about 63% less expensive than
aerial mark-resight using VHF collars and 70% less expensive than aerial mark-resight
using GPS collars. Further, fecal DNA capture-recapture did not work in the Goodale
study area due to weather and logistical constraints. Determining which method is best
depends on the situation, but fecal DNA capture-recapture provides another tool in the
“tool belt” of methods for estimating population size on winter range. We conclude that
fecal DNA capture-recapture is a cost effective, non-invasive alternative for estimating
abundance of ungulates on winter ranges when weather is not limiting, researchers can
survey an adequate proportion of the survey area, and collect an adequate number of
samples, as indicated by power analyses and study design.
INTRODUCTION
Estimating abundance remains one of the most challenging and important
activities for the conservation and management of wildlife. Ecologists and managers
alike want to know ‘how many are there?’ (Williams et al. 2001). From an ecological
standpoint, abundance is a key indicator of population dynamics across both space and
time (Shaffer 1981) that can elucidate population responses to environmental factors
(Kelt et al. 2019). From a management standpoint, population abundance criteria are
often used as guidelines for enacting or adjusting management actions, setting harvest
levels, assessing impact of human developments, and assessing progress towards
recovery of endangered species (Holmes and York 2003; Osmundson and White 2017).
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Abundance of ungulate populations in open habitats is monitored using two types
of methods; methods that do not require marked individuals and methods that do.
Methods that do not require marking animals are beneficial because they are less
invasive, and often less expensive and less dangerous for both animals and researchers.
However, these methods can underestimate population size and are imprecise. In
particular, high variance has been reported for repeated counts and N-mixture models
(Wittmer et al. 2010; Corlatti et al. 2015; Goldingay et al. 2016; Oliver et al. 2020),
distance sampling (Young et al. 2010), and sightability models (McCorquodale et al.
2013; Zabransky et al. 2016; Conroy et al. 2018).
Methods that require marked animals tend to have more accurate estimates of
population size and lower variance. Marked animal methods are used for cases where
individuals are highly mobile, other data requiring animal handling are needed, or higher
precision is needed to evaluate the effect of an expensive and or controversial
management action or for monitoring a threatened or endangered population (Krebs
1999). Two traditional methods for estimating abundance in ungulate populations with
marked animals are mark-resight (MR) and capture-mark-recapture (CMR). For MR
methods, which is a type of CMR similar to closed capture (Otis et al. 1978), there is one
marking occasion, followed by resighting occasions where marked and unmarked
animals are visually counted but no new marks are added to the population. For CMR
methods, there is an initial capture occasion followed by multiple recapture occasions
where animals are not visually counted and new marks can be added to the population in
every recapture occasion. If animals must be physically captured and marked, MR
methods have an advantage over CMR methods because animals only need to be
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physically handled once (McClintock and White 2007). However, MR can only be used
in open terrain where animals can be visually seen and counted. MR methods are
considered the “gold standard” for estimating abundance of ungulate populations because
abundance estimates are based on counts of all marked and unmarked animals throughout
the population’s range (Thompson et al. 1998, McClintock and White 2007).
Both CMR methods and MR methods are based on the fundamental principle of
explicitly accounting for imperfect detection (McClintock and White 2007, McClintock
et al. 2009), and they have similar assumptions, some of which can be evaluated with
tests. The main assumptions of both methods include: 1) the population is closed during
sampling, 2) all individuals have the same probability of capture (i.e., no heterogeneity in
capture or resight probabilities), 3) marking individuals does not affect their probability
of recapture, 4) animals do not lose their marks between sampling periods, and 5) all
marks are reported upon discovery (see Krebs 1999, Chapter 2.1.3 for a thorough
discussion of assumptions). For MR there is an additional assumption that marked and
unmarked animals are seen with the same probability (Neal et al. 1993). Additionally for
MR, if animals do not have unique marks (i.e., batch marks were used) heterogeneity in
resight probability cannot be accounted for. Because heterogeneity in resight can occur
because animals are located in areas where they are not seen (this is particularly true for
ground-based MR), if batch marks are used the entire study area must be surveyed when
using MR methods. This potentially increases the survey cost, further complicates
logistics, and adds more risk to MR methods due to longer survey time (Thompson et al.
1998, McClintock and White 2007).
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Aerial and ground MR surveys based on visual counts require animals be
physically captured and marked. This can cause unintended stress to the animals and is
often costly (Jacques et al. 2009). Additionally, because animals must be visually
counted, MR surveys cannot be used in all scenarios such as in densely vegetated areas or
with elusive species. For these reasons, over the past 20 years, CMR methods have
become more common because animals do not need to be visually counted and can utilize
noninvasive approaches for “marking” animals, including: camera traps, sound recording,
and collection of genetic samples through feces or hair (Waits 1999, Waits and Paetkau
2005, Marshal et al. 2006, Kendall et al. 2008, Brinkman et al. 2011). Fecal DNA CMR
surveys in particular have become increasingly popular over the last decade. Typically,
for ungulates, fecal DNA CMR surveys are used when fecal pellets can be collected from
game trails (Brinkman et al. 2010, Lounsberry et al. 2015, Brazeal et al. 2017, Furnas et
al. 2018), or resource point sources like water drinkers and salt licks (Schoenecker et al.
2015, Woodruff 2015, Pfeiler et al. 2020, Pfeiler et al. 2021); or when the survey
population or survey area is relatively small (Poole et al. 2011, Lounsberry et al. 2015,
Pfeiler et al. 2020, Pfeiler et al. 2021). For desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis
nelsoni), fecal DNA CMR surveys were shown to be highly cost-effective and less
expensive than traditional MR methods (Pfeiler et al. 2020). However, it remains
unknown how DNA techniques compare with traditional monitoring strategies in terms
of efficiency (i.e., overall cost per survey) and precision of abundance estimates
(population size; N̂) on larger landscapes using statistically-based probability sampling,
or in variable environmental contexts including snow. While Brinkman et al. 2010
showed that rainfall significantly decreases the genotyping success of DNA from fecal
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pellets, the effects of snowfall on the genotyping success of DNA from fecal pellets is
unknown. If snow does not increase the degradation rates of DNA from fecal pellets,
fecal DNA CMR can be used to estimate abundance of temperate ungulates on winter
ranges.
A population census is seldom feasible for free ranging ungulates, particularly
over larger areas such as the winter range of an ungulate population. Rather, statisticallybased sampling methods, such as some type of random sampling, are used to select
sampling units for estimating population abundance. Sampling units can be quadrats
(cells), strips or topographically based (irregular) areas, from which population
parameters are estimated (Cochran 1977; Thompson et al. 1998; Williams et al. 2001). To
estimate ungulate abundance on winter range, distance methods (Buckland et al. 2001),
quadrat sampling (e.g., Freddy et al. 2004), and sightability methods (Steinhorst and
Samuel 1989) often employ statistically-based sampling (see Keegen at al. 2011 for a
thorough discussion of these methods in mule deer). Here, we used a stratified-random
sample of cells with fecal DNA CMR to determine if fecal DNA could be used to
estimate mule deer abundance on winter range and to determine if fecal DNA CMR
would work in snowy, winter conditions.
In the eastern Sierra Nevada, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(CDFW) has monitored the Round Valley and Goodale deer herds of the subspecies Inyo
(Odocoileus hemionus) for decades. In particular, the aggregate demographic monitoring
and modeling effort at Round Valley is historically important and represents one of the
longest and most in-depth studies on mule deer (Kucera, 1988, 1997, Pierce et al. 2004,
Monteith et al. 2011, 2014, CDFW unpublished data). As part of monitoring efforts, from
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1994-2021, population abundance on winter range has been estimated predominantly via
helicopter-based MR. This long-term dataset allows for the unique opportunity to test the
accuracy and precision of new methods for assessing population abundance and other
vital rates. These survey areas are ideal not only for testing new methods but also for
comparing the cost and efficiency of fecal DNA CMR surveys to traditional aerial MR
surveys.
The overall goal of this study was to evaluate fecal DNA CMR, a non-invasive
method, for estimating population abundance on ungulate winter range and compare it to
traditional MR methods. To this end, our specific objectives were to 1) implement fecal
DNA CMR surveys on the Round Valley and Goodale mule deer winter ranges, 2)
compare the abundance estimates and associated precision from the two approaches, and
3) generate a cost comparison per unit of precision for fecal DNA CMR and aerial MR
methods using field costs and a simulation study across a variety of survey scenarios.
Results from this study should provide managers with information on another tool for
monitoring ungulate populations.
METHODS
Study Area
The Round Valley and Goodale study areas are located in the Owens Valley, on
the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, California, USA (Fig. 2.1). This region
is characterized by hot, dry summers (June-September); short, mild autumns with cooling
temperatures and cold winters (November-April) with heavy snowfall typically at higher
elevations (Monteith et al. 2011). Elevations in the area range from 1,220 m on the valley
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floor to over 4,267 m at the peak of the Sierra Nevada. Precipitation is seasonal, with
75% occurring between November and March (Kucera 1988). Mule deer are typically at
higher elevations during summer months and migrate to lower elevation winter ranges
starting in November (Monteith et al. 2011). Most of the herds remain at lower elevation
winter ranges through April to escape high snow levels and take advantage of winter
forage and spring green-up (Monteith et al. 2011). The lower winter ranges are arid, due
to a rain shadow effect of the Sierra Nevada mountains; annual precipitation ranged 0-24
cm over the past 20 years (January – April, 2000-2020; California Department of Water
Resources). Annual precipitation was high during our 2019 pilot study (Appendix A)
with a total of 17.5 cm but low during our 2020 survey with a total of 1.5 cm.
Vegetation of lower elevation winter ranges in the Eastern Sierra Nevada is
typical of Western Great Basin and dominated by sagebrush-steppe ecosystems (Storer et
al. 2004). Shrubs are dominant, with blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima), rabbitbrush
(Chrysothamnus spp.), bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), and sagebrush (Artemesia spp.)
most common (Pierce et al. 2004). Small areas of open pasture are distributed throughout
this region along with low-density residential housing.
The Round Valley and Goodale survey areas were located on mule deer winter
ranges (Kucera 1988, CDFW unpublished documents), where elevations for the survey
areas range from 1,220 m to 2,137 m. We used a 95% utilization distribution from a
kernel density estimator (KDE) fit to GPS data aggregated across all adult does between
January and April (Warton 1989, Monteith et al. 2011) to obtain winter range boundaries
for both herds. We used GPS data from adult does from 2009-2019 for the Round Valley
herd’s KDE and data from adult does from 2014-2019 for the Goodale herd’s KDE. We
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calculated both the Round Valley KDE and Goodale KDE, using the adehabitatHR
package (Calenge 2006) with a bivariate normal kernel (Warton 1989) in Program R. We
used the default, ad hoc method to estimate the smoothing parameter. We compared the
outputs from the KDE to current aerial MR survey polygons to determine the final study
areas. We calculated the percent overlap between the KDE outputs and the aerial MR
survey polygons with a pairwise overlap analysis (Millspaugh et al. 2004, Vander Wal et
al. 2014) using ArcGIS Pro.
We calculated the area for both the KDE output and the aerial survey polygons in
ArcGIS Pro. For Round Valley, the KDE output was 155 km2 and the aerial survey
polygon was 161 km2. The combined area of both polygons was 193 km2 with 122 km2
of overlapping area, or 64% overlap between the KDE output and the aerial MR survey
polygon. For Goodale, the KDE output was 952 km2 and the aerial survey polygon was
481 km2. The combined area of both polygons was 1039 km2 with 394 km2 of
overlapping area, or 38% overlap between the KDE output and the aerial survey polygon.
For Round Valley, the winter range defined from GPS location data matched well
with aerial survey polygon based on the overlap analysis. For direct comparison of the
fecal DNA CMR survey and the aerial MR survey, we used the aerial survey polygon for
the Round Valley survey area which was about 160 km2. The Round Valley survey area
was bounded by Highway 395 to the east and the Sierra Nevada Mountains to the west.
For Goodale, the winter range defined from GPS location data did not match with aerial
survey polygons because collared deer were not dispersed evenly throughout the study
area. For comparison of the fecal DNA CMR survey and the aerial MR survey, we used
the aerial survey polygons for our Goodale winter survey area. Due to a lack of road and
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trail access during winter months, a 1,524 m (5,000 ft) elevational band was used for the
western boundary. The final Goodale survey area was approximately 431 km2, which is
about 2.7 times the size of the Round Valley survey area.
Field Sampling
For fecal DNA CMR study design, we overlaid the Round Valley and Goodale
study areas with a 1 km2 hexagonal grid, using ArcGIS Pro (Version 2.6.0; Esri Inc.). We
used program R (Version 3.6.1; https://cran.r-project.org) to randomly select individual
grid cells using a stratified random sampling design for each study area. We conducted a
pilot study in 2019 (Appendix A) and used results from those studies to inform our
sampling in 2020. For Round Valley, we surveyed 36 of the 149 total cells, or 24% of the
survey cells. For the Goodale study area, we surveyed 60 of the 383 total cells, or 16% of
the total survey cells.
For the selected cells, we walked one 300 m transect in a random directional from
the centroid of each selected cell and conducted four sampling occasions during winter
months (January through late March). Before surveys were conducted, we cleared
transects of all old pellet piles to remove degraded samples. DNA genotyping success
declines with the age of fecal pellet samples, and the most successful samples are less
than two weeks of age (Brinkman et al. 2009, Poole et al. 2011). Thus, transects were
surveyed every 4-6 days to ensure sample viability. The time between surveys was long
enough to allow intra-herd movement and mixing, which ensured an adequate number of
unique individuals, but short enough to reduce the risk of damage by precipitation, and
guaranteed samples <2 weeks of age.
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We collected a maximum of 12 pellet samples per transect based on budget
constraints and minimum number of samples, as indicated by simulations, required to
achieve our target CV. If a transect had more than 12 pellet piles, we attempted to
decrease multiple detections of one individual within the same sampling occasion (to
increase cost effectiveness) by collecting four pellet samples per 100 m. Each sample
consisted of 5 to 8 fecal pellets, collected using either nitrile gloves or single use bamboo
spoons to avoid contamination from the collector. Pellets were placed into sterile 50 mL
conical polypropylene centrifuge tubes. The sample tubes were labeled with the pellet
pile’s GPS location, date, sample identification number, sample quality, and the
collector’s initials. The tubes were filled with 190 proof (95%) ethanol to cover the
collected pellets, between 5-10 mL. Pellets not collected and remaining on the transect
were covered with dirt or scattered off the transect to prevent them from being collected
during future occasions.
To estimate abundance using closed-capture modeling, sampling occasions
(which we refer to as surveys when enacted in the field) were conducted in as short a
time period as possible. There was no more than one week between sessions to minimize
potential deaths, migration, or emigration. Observational studies conducted in Round
Valley indicated fawns are born in June and July in this region of the Eastern Sierra
Nevada (Monteith et al. 2014); thus, births did not violate closure during winter survey
periods. All sampling culminated before the start of spring migration which typically
occurs in mid to late April (CDFW unpublished documents).
For aerial MR, adult female mule deer were captured in March (2014-2020) using
a net gun fired from a helicopter (Krausman et al. 1985 and Monteith et al. 2014). Mule
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deer were blindfolded and hobbled before being flown to a basecamp where they were
processed and fitted with a GPS collar (i.e., marked). GPS collars were brightly colored
so marked individuals could be easily sighted from a helicopter for aerial flight surveys.
Captures led by CDFW personnel were conducted with the approval of CDFW wildlife
veterinarians and under the scope of CDFW’s animal care and use policy (CDFW
Operations Manual Policy 149).
Aerial MR surveys were completed after deer were captured and marked and
used methods consistent with Monteith et al. (2014). Prior to aerial flight surveys, the
number of marked deer in each survey area were counted. For deer marked with GPS
collars, the number of marked deer within each survey area was determined using
ArcGIS and current GPS locations. For surveys with deer marked with VHF collars, the
number of marked deer within each survey area would be determined using fixed wing
flights where individual deer are identified based on their unique VHF collar frequency.
After counting the number of marked deer present in each survey area, aerial MR surveys
were conducted via helicopter. During surveys, the crew flew parallel lines that were
perpendicular to a baseline that bisected the study areas (Norton-Griffiths 1978, Monteith
et al. 2014). The flight lines started in the north and moved south, spaced at intervals of
0.5 km. Observers in the helicopter counted the number of deer seen within each survey
area. Observers recorded the number of marked deer and the number of unmarked deer in
each group observed within 200 m of the transect centerline.
Sample Size
For fecal DNA collection, we determined the proportion of survey cells to sample,
sampling occasions, and number of genetic samples required by conducting simulations
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for different study designs (sampling scenarios). We used an input population of 2,400
deer based on the estimated population size 2020 and 149 total survey cells to match the
Round Valley survey area. For each sampling scenario, we varied the proportion of cells
sampled (0.1-0.25, by 0.05), the number of sampling occasions (3-6), the probability of
capture (0.1-0.3 by 0.5) and the probability of recapture (0.1-0.3 by 0.5; Appendix B
Table B.1). We used the Huggins formulation (Huggins 1989, 1991) of a closed-capture
model and ran simulations using Program MARK, which requires inputs of the expected
population size (N), probability of capture (p), probability of recapture (c), number of
sampling occasions, and model structure. For model structure we used a constant p and c,
and set them equal (e.g., p(.)=c(.)). For each sampling scenario, we used the estimated
^

population size (𝑁𝑁) and its standard error (SE) to calculate the coefficient of variation of
^

^

𝑁𝑁 [CV(𝑁𝑁)].

We determined that sampling 30-35 randomly selected grid cells four times each

would provide a reasonable CV of approximately 11-12% for estimates of N for the
Round Valley mule deer herd. For this sampling scheme, approximately 600 samples
needed to be collected. Because of the large size of the Goodale mule deer study area, we
sampled more cells (n = 60) to try to ensure adequate spatial representation. However, the
proportion of cells sampled was lower in Goodale compared to Round Valley and the
total number of cells sampled in Goodale was limited by crew restrictions and logistical
constraints. Overall, for each area, our goal was to collect 600 samples (1200 total
samples) for genetic testing. See Appendix B for a detailed description of sample size
simulation methods.
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For MR, we determined the number of collared animals required by conducting
simulations for different study designs (sampling scenarios). We used the logit
formulation of a mark-resight model and ran simulations using Program MARK, which
requires inputs for N, probability of resight (presight), number of sampling occasions,
number of marked animals, and model structure. The sample sizes were determined for a
^

different project, but one goal was to have CV(𝑁𝑁) in the 10-15% range. For each
^

sampling scenario, we used the outputs of estimated population size (𝑁𝑁) and its standard
^

^

error (SE) to calculate the coefficient of variation of 𝑁𝑁 [CV(𝑁𝑁)]. We determined that

marking 60 animals in each herd would likely provide a CV of 10-15% for estimates of N
for Round Valley and Goodale mule deer herds. See Appendix B and Table B.1 for a
detailed description of sample size simulation methods and outputs.
Fecal DNA Genotyping
All samples were extracted and genotyped in the Epps Population Genetics
Laboratory at Oregon State University (OSU). Fecal pellets were placed in weigh boats in
a fume hood for a minimum of 12 hours for ethanol to evaporate before being processed.
We scraped the exterior of pellets (Wehausen et al. 2004) to collect epithelial cells and
extracted DNA from this material with Aquagenomics and Aquaprecipi (Multitarget

Pharmaceuticals, Colorado Springs, CO; details in Appendix C). We attempted to
amplify 10 markers (9 microsatellites and 1 marker for sex identification) for each
sample using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and three replicate reactions per
sample. This suite of microsatellite markers has been used to characterize genetic
structure and identify individuals in populations of black-tailed deer in California
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(Lousnberry et al. 2015). Samples that produced data at fewer than 50% of the loci in the
first three replicates were considered poor quality and were not rerun. Samples that
produced partial genotypes at ≥ 50% of microsatellite loci were reamplified 3-6 more
times depending on the completeness of initial replicates, while samples that produced
complete and consistent genotypes in the first three replicates were considered finalized
and a consensus genotype was accepted. For a genotype to be accepted for a particular
locus, each allele in a heterozygote genotype had to be observed twice, while the single
allele in a homozygote genotype had to be observed three times. Any sample that
consistently showed more than two alleles at a single locus was considered contaminated
and removed.
Using the online individual-identification program CERVUS version 3.0.3
(Kalinowski et al. 2007) and the population-specific allele frequencies tabulated for this
population in this study, we estimated the cumulative probability of identity for unrelated
deer (PID) and for siblings or parent/offspring pairs (PIDsibs) (Waits et al. 2001) for all 9
microsatellite loci, and then for decreasing numbers of loci to investigate the effect of
missing data on PID. In each successive calculation of PID and PIDsibs we removed the
next-most informative locus, to simulate a worst-case scenario. To maintain a maximum
PID of 1x10-4 and PIDsibs of 1x10-2, we calculated that at least seven of the nine
microsatellite loci had to have been genotyped for each pair of samples. Thus, we
retained all samples that amplified at seven or more loci and used these in our individual
matching analyses. Samples that matched at seven or more loci and the sexing marker
were considered to be recaptures. Samples that matched at seven or more loci but had
mismatches at the other microsatellite loci or sexing marker were examined by eye; if the
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discrepancy at the other microsatellite locus could be explained by allelic dropout then
they were considered the same individual, to be conservative in our estimates. Samples
that mismatched at the sexing locus were rerun and then accepted as unique individuals if
the reruns gave the same results. After identifying unique individuals, we used GenAlEx
(Peakall and Smouse 2006, 2012) to calculate number of alleles, expected and observed
heterozygosities for each locus, and to test whether loci were in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium.
Population Abundance
After samples were genotyped, for each deer herd, we constructed capture
histories for each unique deer encountered during the four weekly sampling occasions on
winter range. Each individual was either captured (1) or not captured (0) in each
sampling occasion. Individuals that were captured >1 time during the same sampling
occasion were counted as duplicate samples; only a single capture per individual per
sampling occasion was counted. For both the fecal DNA CMR surveys and the aerial MR
surveys we assumed the Round Valley and Goodale herds were closed during the survey
period, meaning the effects of births, deaths, migration, and emigration were negligible
(Krebs 1999). We tested for population closure within each deer herd using program
Close Test (Stanley and Burnham 1999), with the null hypothesis that the population was
closed. Because we failed to reject closure (p = 0.137 for Round Valley; we could not
� using the
complete the test in Goodale due to insufficient sample size), we estimated 𝑁𝑁

Huggins formulation (Huggins 1989, 1991) of closed-capture models (Otis et al. 1978) in

Program MARK (White 2008).
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For the Huggins formulation we used the model inputs p, the probability of first
� . We constructed a
capture, and c, the probability of recapture, to derive the parameter 𝑁𝑁
series of candidate models for p and c. We used models in which p and c were held

constant (.) or were allowed to vary by sampling occasion (t). We also used models with
an ‘effort ’covariate for p and c, which was the number of days for each sampling
occasion, calculated from mid-point to mid-point of each session. We refer to this
variable as poopdays (see Appendix D Table D.1 for full model set). For each model
structure, we created a model with p and c as different (except for model with t, for which
constricted the last p) and a model where they were equal to each other. We used
likelihood-based model selection criteria (i.e., AICc; Burnham and Anderson 2002) to
evaluate the candidate models. To account for model uncertainty, estimates of N were
obtained by model averaging, in which each model contributed to the final estimate in
proportion to its AICc weight (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Based on the model
averaged estimate and its variance, we calculated the confidence interval based on a lognormal distribution (Cooch and White 2019).
Different space use patterns among individuals can induce capture heterogeneity,
which is based on differences in individuals and is a concern when estimating N with
closed-capture models (Pollock et al. 1990, Boulanger et al. 2004). Therefore, we tested
the importance of heterogeneity for the fecal DNA CMR by reconstructing the top-ranked
model(s) with heterogeneity included using the Huggins–Pledger closed-capture full
heterogeneity model with a mixture of 2 capture probabilities (Pledger 2000). If the
heterogeneity models out-competed the same model without heterogeneity, all models
would be constructed with heterogeneity parameters included. Model averaging was over
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either the set of models without heterogeneity or the set with heterogeneity, whichever
was indicated as the better fit. We did not test for heterogeneity in the aerial MR surveys
because we did not have unique marks.
Due to cost, only one aerial survey was conducted in 2020 for both study areas, so
we used count data of marked and unmarked mule deer from the aerial survey in a
� and its variance (Williams et al.
Lincoln–Peterson bias‐corrected estimator to estimate 𝑁𝑁
2001). For the Lincoln-Peterson bias-corrected estimator we used model inputs M, the

number of individuals marked in the first occasion, C, the total number of deer sampled
in the second occasion, and R, the number of marked individuals present in the second
� . Because there were only 2 sampling occasions, one marking
occasion, to derive 𝑁𝑁

occasion and one resighting occasion, mark–resight data had to be analyzed using a
Lincoln-Peterson estimator.
Cost Comparison
Using the fecal DNA CMR data and survey cost data from Round Valley (2020),
we ran simulations to compare the efficacy of fecal DNA CMR to traditional aerial MR
surveys for a variety of sampling scenarios (i.e., study design). For each sampling
scenario, we estimated total survey cost for fecal DNA CMR, aerial MR using GPS
� ). Costs for each method
collars, and aerial MR using VHF collars, along with the CV(𝑁𝑁

were broken down by cost per unit (e.g., technician pay per hour) and total cost per item
(e.g., total crew cost).
For the fecal DNA CMR surveys, the costs included wages, travel, genetic
analysis, and general survey supplies. Genetic analysis costs included the cost for DNA
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extraction and genotyping at 9 microsatellite loci and 1 sexing marker. Once we
determined all the associated survey costs, we calculated the total cost per survey for
fecal DNA CMR and aerial MR. Additionally, for sampling simulations we calculated the
cost per occasion and cost per sample for the fecal DNA CMR survey and cost per aerial
survey and cost per animal for aerial MR surveys.
Aerial MR surveys costs were separated based on the collar type; GPS or VHF.
For each collar type, we calculated the capture costs along with the aerial MR survey
costs. This included wages, travel, and per diem as well as the helicopter capture, aerial
flight survey, and collar costs. For GPS collars, the collar cost included the upfront
purchasing cost and an additional yearly subscription fee. For VHF collars, the collar cost
included only the upfront purchasing cost. We used GPS collars in our survey, but
included VHF collar costs for comparison of a less expensive alternative. We amortized
cost over the estimated 5-year lifespan of both the GPS and VHF collars.
Once we calculated all costs associated with each method, we constructed
simulation scenarios to evaluate costs for a variety of study designs. We varied sampling
occasions and capture and recapture probabilities to represent a range of likely sampling
intensities for each method (Table 2.1). For all simulations, we created datasets for each
scenario in Program R (R Core Team 2020) and ran each dataset using Program MARK
(White et al. 2001, White and Burnham 1999), via R package RMARK (Laake 2013). For
^

^

each simulation, we output the estimated 𝑁𝑁 and its SE and calculated percent CV(𝑁𝑁) to

represent precision. We ran 500 iterations for each scenario; we report the mean of the
^

CV(𝑁𝑁) across the simulations. For both methods, we used an input population size of

2,400 because that was the approximate estimated population size of the Round Valley
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deer herd in 2020, and for fecal DNA MR simulations, we used 149 cells for the
sampling grid to match our field sampling design.
For fecal DNA MR simulations, we used the Huggins formulation of a closedcapture model (Otis et al. 1978, Pollock et al. 1990, Kendall et al. 1995). We used two
estimating models in our simulations to include model uncertainty. Both models had
constant p and c; p(.) c(.) and p(.) = c(.). This emulated the uncertainty in our field data
about whether p and c were equal in the models, and should include model variation
applicable to fecal DNA CMR. For each scenario, we varied the proportion of cells
sampled, number of sampling occasions, and p. We estimated the number of submitted
samples required for each simulation by multiplying the number of cells sampled (total
number of cells × proportion of cells sampled) by number of deer per cell (population
size/number of cells; e.g., 2,400/149) by number of sampling occasions, by model
estimated p, and then dividing this number by the product of probability of genotyping
success and probability the sample was not a duplicate (e.g., 1 - 0.25 = 0.75 for our
dataset). We then calculated the total cost of each simulation scenario by adding the total
visit costs (number of sampling occasions × cost/sampling occasion) to the total sample
costs (number of samples × cost/sample) following the general calculations of Pfeiler et
al. (2020). Simulation code in R (R core team 2020) and an Excel table to calculate
scenario cost are included in supplemental material.
For the aerial MR simulations, we used a logit normal MR model (McClintock et
al. 2009). We constructed scenarios (n = 72) with similar simulation inputs as the fecal
DNA MR scenarios. We varied the sampling occasions, presight and the number of marked
(collared) individuals in the population (Table 5). Similar to the fecal DNA MR
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simulations, we calculated the cost of each sampling scenario by adding the total visit
cost (number of sampling occasions × cost/sampling occasion) to the total collar cost
(number of collars × cost/collared animal); we calculated costs separately for GPS and
VHF collars. We compared the efficacy of traditional aerial MR and fecal DNA MR
based on the estimated cost and CV(N̂) for each scenario and method.
RESULTS
In Round Valley mule deer study area, we collected 570 fecal pellet samples in
2020. Genotyping success, which was the probability of identifying a unique individual
given our specified PID values, was 84%. We identified 345 unique individuals and 95
recaptures. The number of captures per individual across all four sampling occasions
ranged from 1 to 3, with a mean of 1.2 captures per individual across all sampling
occasions. The proportion of duplicate samples (i.e., the same individual was identified
multiple times during the same sampling occasion) was 0.25. That is, only 75% of the
samples collected were used in the fecal DNA CMR analysis.
In Goodale, fecal pellet collection was not conducted in 2020 due to rain and the
location of the mule deer herd during the survey period. Because it was a very mild
winter, the deer did not migrate to the lower elevation winter range that we had
delineated for sampling.
Population Abundance
The Round Valley mule deer fecal DNA CMR, heterogeneity models performed
poorly. The heterogeneity formulation of the top model, which had 95% of model weight,
was 14.4 ΔAICc units below the top model and had <0.3% of model weight.
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Consequently, we averaged across the set of models without heterogeneity (Appendix D
Table D.1). The model-averaged estimate of N was 2,725 (95% CI = 2,005-4,432) and
CV = 20.4%. For top models (models with ΔAICc ≤ 2) wherein p ≠ c, p ranged from
0.16-0.25, and for models wherein p = c, p ranged from 0.10-0.17. We were not able to
estimate population size for Goodale because we were not able to collect any samples in
2020.
During the March 2020 aerial surveys, there were 57 and 56 collared adult
females in the Round Valley and Goodale study areas respectively. For Round Valley, 45
of the 57 marked deer were observed and a total of 2,019 deer were counted. The MR
estimate of N was 2,727 (95% CI = 2,338-2,896) and CV = 6.6%. For Goodale, 35 of the
56 marked deer were observed and a total of 1,765 deer were counted. The MR estimate
of N was 2,851 (95% CI = 2,484-3,421) and CV = 9.9%. Although possible, we do not
estimate population size by sex for fecal DNA CMR because there was no estimate of
population size by sex for the aerial MR approach (males cannot be distinguished from
females during March when the aerial surveys occurred). The probability of resight
(presight) was high for both herds; presight = 0.7.9 for Round Valley and presight = 0.63 for
Goodale.
Survey Costs
^

For the Round Valley survey area, we calculated the total cost of estimating 𝑁𝑁

using fecal DNA CMR, aerial MR using GPS collars, and aerial MR using VHF collars.
For fecal DNA CMR, we surveyed 36 cells over 4 sampling occasions and analyzed 570
^

fecal pellet piles. The total cost of obtaining 𝑁𝑁 using fecal DNA CMR was $38,683
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(Table 2.2) and the average cost per sampling occasion and sample were $676 and $62
respectively (Table 2.3).
^

We calculated the costs of obtaining 𝑁𝑁 from aerial MR using 60 collared

individuals, the target number of collared deer for MR analysis, in the Round Valley
^

survey area. The total cost of obtaining 𝑁𝑁 , including capture, collaring, and the aerial
MR survey, for GPS and VHF collars was $151,465 and $89,316 respectively (Table
2.4). The cost per survey was $18,262, and assuming the collared individuals in the
population last for 5 years, the cost per animal for GPS and VHF collars was $2,220 and
$1,612 respectively (Table 2.5).
For the Goodale survey area, we could not calculate the total cost or average cost
per sample for fecal DNA CMR because we were not able to collect any samples in 2020
^

due to inclement weather. We calculated the costs of obtaining 𝑁𝑁 from aerial MR with 60

marked individuals in the Goodale population using GPS collars and aerial MR using
^

VHF collars in 2020. The total cost of obtaining 𝑁𝑁, including capture, collaring, and the
aerial MR survey, for GPS and VHF collars was $198,804 and $134,904 respectively
(Table 2.4). Assuming the collared individuals in the population last for 5 years, we
calculated the cost per animal for GPS and VHF collars was $1,824 and $1,689
respectively (Table 2.5).
Cost Comparison
For all three survey types — fecal DNA CMR, aerial MR using GPS collars, and
aerial MR using VHF collars — simulations for the Round Valley deer herd showed that
cost was related to CV: as the CV decreased the overall cost increased (Fig. 2.2).
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Simulations indicated that fecal DNA CMR has the lowest cost per percent CV and aerial
MR using GPS collars has the highest cost per percent CV (Fig. 2.2). We did not run
fecal DNA cost simulations for the Goodale herd due to the lack of data from 2020.
Based on simulations, to obtain a CV of 10%, fecal DNA CMR, aerial MR using
VHF collars, and aerial MR using GPS collars would, on average, cost approximately
$60,000, $135,000, and $165,000 respectively. Therefore, we estimated that fecal DNA
CMR was about 63% less expensive than aerial MR using VHF collars and about 70%
less expensive than aerial MR using GPS collars. When comparing the VHF and GPS
aerial MR methods, aerial MR using VHF collars was approximately 18% less expensive
than aerial MR using GPS collars. The cost benefits of fecal DNA CMR diminished
slightly for higher-precision estimates (i.e., at higher precision; Fig. 2.2). For example,
while all methods cost more to obtain a CV of 5%, fecal DNA CMR was 43% and 52%
less expensive than aerial MR with VHF and GPS collars respectively. In comparison, for
a CV of 20% fecal DNA CMR was 61% and 69% less expensive than aerial +MR with
VHF and GPS collars respectively.
DISCUSSION
Our application of fecal DNA CMR was effective for estimating population
abundance on winter range, and in snowy, winter conditions. Although previous studies
have shown the effectiveness of using fecal DNA CMR to estimate abundance of
ungulate populations (e.g., Brinkman et al. 2011, Goode et al. 2014, Lounsberry et al.
2015, Woodruff et al. 2015, Furnas et al. 2018, Pfeiler et al. 2021, Schoenecker et al.
2021), these studies were conducted in summer or in arid areas and used focused
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sampling areas, either around point sources, such as a water source, or along trails. To
our knowledge, no study has evaluated the performance of fecal DNA CMR in snowy,
winter conditions and, more importantly, when transects are randomly selected over a
larger area (for more details about the impact of snow on genotyping success see
Appendix A). However, our random sampling strategy with fecal DNA CMR was not
effective in all conditions: it only worked when a sufficient proportion of the winter range
was accessible by foot or vehicle (i.e., in Round Valley, but not Goodale, in the context
of this project).
From an economic standpoint, simulations indicated cost per percent CV for fecal
DNA CMR was considerably lower the aerial MR for most sampling scenarios, but
differences in costs hinged mainly on the MR resight rate. That is, when MR resight rate
was high (≥ 0.60) costs for some scenarios were similar, but when resight rates were
moderate or low (≤ 0.50), costs for fecal DNA CMR were lower. For the Round Valley
deer herd, where adequate fecal sampling was achieved, fecal DNA CMR was less
expensive than aerial MR. However, presight was 0.83 for Round Valley, which yielded a
^

much lower CV(𝑁𝑁) (6%) compared to fecal DNA CMR (20%). Simulation results are
^

needed to compare costs for the same CV(𝑁𝑁). Other studies using aerial MR reported
presight varying from 0.10 to 0.57 with most in the range of 0.20-0.50 (Pauley and

Crenshaw 2006, McCorquodale et al. 2013, Zabranski et al. 2016). For presight of 0.50,
which was on the high side of this reported range, we compared simulation results. For a
^

CV(𝑁𝑁) of 10%, the cost of aerial MR was approximately 70% (GPS) and 63% (VHF)
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higher than fecal DNA CMR. If animals need to be marked to estimate abundance, fecal
^

DNA CMR is likely a less expensive than aerial MR for estimating 𝑁𝑁.

If biologists and managers need to mark animals to collect other information such

as movement data, body condition, or habitat use beyond abundance estimates, the cost of
GPS collars may be discounted. Additionally, if marked animals die before the collar
battery dies, re-deploying collars may discount marking animals (for an example of
discounted collar cost see Appendix X). If the cost of collaring animals was removed
^

from the costs in the spreadsheet, then for a CV(𝑁𝑁) of 10% the cost of aerial MR was

~33% lower that fecal DNA CMR. We note that we expect fecal DNA CMR to continue
to decease in cost as the cost of genetic analysis decreases, while we expect aerial MR to
continue to increase in cost as the cost of helicopter captures and surveys increases. This
is particularly true once carbon offset costs are taken into consideration. In any case, the
study design simulations combined with a project costs spreadsheet (see Supplemental
Information) provides a method for determining cost effectiveness of different methods
under different study design and cost scenarios.
While generally a less expensive alternative, there are some logistical and
methodological issues for fecal DNA CMR. Fecal DNA CMR may fail due to logistical
and weather constraints. We were not able to estimate abundance for the Goodale survey
area because we did not collect any pellet samples in our 2020 survey due to logistical
issues. From a sampling standpoint, the Goodale survey area was significantly larger (430
km2) compared to the Round Valley survey area (160 km2) and individuals were more
dispersed. We used a stratified random sampling scheme and walked transects in a
randomly selected directional from the centroid of each selected cell instead of using deer
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trails. While this worked well in the Round Valley winter survey area where deer were
concentrated on a smaller winter range, for large survey areas, a different survey
technique was needed. Previous research found transects following deer trails (e.g.,
Brinkman et al. 2010, Lounsberry et al. 2015, Brazeal et al. 2017, and Furnas et al. 2018)
can increase the number of samples collected; thus, a sampling design that followed deer
trails in randomly selected cells may be needed when deer are more dispersed. In
addition, due to lack of winter road access we instituted a 1,524 m (5,000 ft) elevation
band for the western boundary of the Goodale survey area. Thus, we may have missed
areas with higher densities of deer due to poor access throughout the study area. Lastly,
variable weather conditions contributed to the ineffectiveness of fecal DNA CMR on the
Goodale survey area. Pellet samples could not be collected past the end of April when the
Goodale herd starts their spring migration, so with four occasions, sampling had to start
not later than the first week of April. Weather was problematic in 2020, with rainfall
documented on at least 15 days between March and April alone (WeatherSpark). Due to
the number of rain events, during which pellets could not be collected, surveys could not
begin until the end of April, when the effort was abandoned because the population had
begun to altitudinally migrate and was no longer closed.
From a methodological standpoint, both MR and closed CMR estimators can have
bias issues due to heterogeneity in p (Link 2004, Pledger 2005, McClintock et al. 2009),
particularly when p for resight or capture is low (<0.20; Cooch and White 2019, other
citations). But CMR has an additional requirement of needing adequate data to estimate p
and c properly. To get an unbiased estimate of N, an adequate number of initial captures
and recaptures are needed so that it can be determined whether p=c or p≠c. For the
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Round Valley data, there was model selection uncertainty because we had a relatively
low number of recaptures. Consequently, the model could not determine if p=c or p≠c,
and estimates of N were ~38% higher when p=c compared to models where p≠c. This
was because for models where p=c, p was low because it was pulled down by c, which
was low because of the low number of recaptures. If fecal DNA CMR is used to estimate
N, constructing a model set with a balanced number of models wherein p=c and p≠c and
then model averaging is needed to help ensure estimates are not biased. We would also
recommend having both models in simulations for determining sample size to account for
model uncertainty when p and c are low.
Our genotyping success rates in winter conditions from our Round Valley 2019
pilot study (69%; details in Appendix A) and our 2020 survey (84%) were similar or
higher when compared to other genotyping success rates reported in other studies (range
33% to 93%; Harris et al. 2010, Brinkman et al. 2011, Poole et al. 2011, Hettinga et al.
2012, Goode et al. 2014, Lounsberry et al. 2015, Woodruff et al. 2015, Brazeal et al.
2017, Furnas et al. 2018, Pfeiler et al. 2021, Schoenecker et al. 2021). While rainfall has
been documented to deteriorate fecal DNA pellet samples (Brinkman et al. 2009), it was
unknown how snow would affect genotyping success rates. Overall, we found that
samples collected from on top of heavy, non-melting snow had high genotyping success
rates (>80%), however, samples collected from under melted snow patches had the
lowest genetic success rates (0%). Thus, when using fecal DNA CMR in snowy, winter
conditions, we recommend collecting samples only from on top of non-melting snow to
maximize the genotyping success.
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Our study provided proof-of-concept that fecal DNA CMR used with a random
^

sampling design on a larger area can be effective for estimating 𝑁𝑁. However, the method
may not be effective in all areas and conditions. We found fecal DNA CMR to be

effective for an area where individuals were concentrated into a smaller area and in
snowy winter conditions, and not effective for a larger winter range with difficult road
access and rainy weather conditions. For the Goodale study area, aerial MR proved to be
the only practical method. Therefore, when evaluating whether to apply this method, we
recommend carefully reviewing annual variation in weather patterns, constraints on
access to the entire winter range, and the scale of effort needed to achieve adequate
coverage. Depending on management needs and staff flexibility, if weather patterns
likely to greatly restrict access do not occur in the majority of years, fecal DNA CMR
could be applied effectively even where annual success is not certain.
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
With some caveats, we found fecal DNA CMR can provide a cost-effective and
non-invasive alternative to traditional MR methods, like aerial MR surveys, for
^

estimating 𝑁𝑁. When animals can be visually counted and resight rates are high, aerial MR
is likely to yield more robust estimates of N because the entire range is surveyed and the
entire population of marked and unmarked animals are used to estimate N. In contrast,
fecal DNA CMR samples a proportion of the population; if the sample is random and
representative, it is valid, but requires more assumptions be met than aerial MR.
However, costs of capture and flying surveys may be prohibitively expensive or
logistically impossible and, for cryptic species where unmarked animals cannot be
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counted, MR is not an option. Similarly, when a study area is large and terrain difficult to
survey, fecal DNA CMR may be difficult or impossible to implement. Finally, if animals
need to be collared for other study goals, aerial MR may be less expensive than fecal
DNA CMR, but if visually differentiating males or females is challenging, fecal DNA
CMR has the added advantage of allowing sex-specific abundance estimates (often relied
on in management and conservation). We recommend estimating costs and using the
cost/CV spreadsheet to evaluate likely costs for each method. Determining which method
is best depends on the situation, but fecal DNA CNR provides another tool in the “tool
^

belt” of methods for estimating 𝑁𝑁 for ungulates on winter range. We recommend using

fecal DNA CMR when researchers can survey an adequate proportion of the survey area
and collect an adequate number of samples, as indicated by power analyses and study
design. In addition, fecal DNA CMR is more efficacious when precipitation is minimal or
occurs in the form of snow. In general, fecal DNA CMR is likely to work on smaller
winter ranges that are accessible by vehicle and foot.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 2. 1. Simulation input parameter values for fecal DNA CMR and aerial MR models
for the Round Valley mule deer herd, California, USA (2020).
Simulation inputs
Values
Fecal DNA CMR capture-recapture
Population size
2,400
Total number of cells on winter range
149
Proportion of cells (i.e., population) sampled
0.1-0.25 by 0.05
Number of sampling occasions
3-6
Probability of capture (p) and recapture (c; p=c)
0.1-0.3 by 0.05
Aerial mark-resight
Population size
2,400
Number of deer collared
30-80 by 10
Number of sampling occasions*
1-4
Probability of resight (presight) for 1 sampling occasion
0.3-0.8 by 0.1
a
Probability of resight (presight) for 2-4 sampling occasions
0.2-0.5 by 0.1
a

Lower presight reflects that multiple sampling occasions would be done when presight is lower.
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Table 2. 2. Costs (U.S. dollars) for collecting and genotyping fecal pellet samples (n =
570) for fecal DNA CMR (fDNA) from mule deer in the Round Valley survey area,
California, USA, 2020.
Item
Formula
Cost per
Round
Unit
Valley
(fDNA)
Crew
Technician Pay x Number of
Technician =
2,835
Technicians x [ (Time to Field Site +
27/hr
Number of Hours Per Clearing and
Sampling Occasion) x (Number of
Clearing Events + Number of Sampling
Occasions)]
Travel to Field
Truck Cost Per Mile x [ Distance to
0.52/Mile
546
a
Sites
Field Site x Number of Trucks x
(Number of Clearing Events + Number
of Sampling Occasions)]
DNA Analysis
[Genotyping Cost per Sample +
61/Sample
35,152
(Ethanol Cost per Milliliter x Milliliters
of Ethanol per Sample) + Test Tube
Cost per Sample] x Number of Samples
Collected
General
General Field Supplies per Season
150/Season
150
Supplies
Total Cost
Crew Cost + Travel Cost + DNA
38,683
Analysis Cost + General Supplies Cost
a

Calculated using round trip totals.

Table 2. 3. Cost per unit (fDNA) for cost-benefit simulations; data from mule deer in the
Round Valley survey area, California, USA, 2020.
Item
Formula
Round
Valley
(fDNA)
Cost per Occasion
(Technician Cost + Travel Cost) / Number of
676
Occasions
Cost per Sample
(DNA Analysis Cost + General Supplies
62
Cost) / Number of Samples Collected
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Table 2. 4. Costs (U.S. dollars) for capturing, collaring, and conducting an aerial MR survey using both GPS and VHF collars in the
Round Valley and Goodale mule deer survey areas, California, USA, 2020.
Item
Formula
Cost per Unit
Round
Round Goodale Goodale
Valley
Valley
(GPS)
(VHF)
(GPS)
(VHF)
Crew
([(Technician Pay x Number of
Technician =
14,920
14,920
26,856
26,856
Technicians) + (Biologist Pay x Number of 27/hr Biologist I =
Biologists) + (Senior Biologist Pay x
65/hr Biologist II=
Number of Senior Biologists) + (Vet Pay x 96/hr Veterinarian
Number of Vets)] x [(Time to Basecampa +
= 82/hr
Time at Basecamp) x Number of Days]
Travel To Bishop
Biologist Pay x Number of Biologists
0.52/Mile
6,572
6,572
6,572
6,572
Traveled x Number of Hours Traveled) +
(Vet Pay x Number of Vets Traveled x
Number of Hours Traveled) + (Truck Cost x
Miles Traveled) + Hotel Cost + Per Diem
Travel to
Truck Cost x Miles to Basecamp x Number
0.52/Mile
250
250
998
998
Basecamp
of Trucks x Number of Days
Helicopter
Total Provided by Helicopter Capture Crew
36,462
36,462
55,791
55,791
Captures
VHF Collars
Number of Deer Collared x Collar Cost
185/Collar
NA
11,100
NA
11,100
GPS Collars

Number of Deer Collared x (Collar Cost +
GPS Subscription)

Aerial MarkResight Survey
Fixed Wing Survey
(VHF only)
Total Cost

Total Provided by Helicopter Crew
Fixed Wing Flight Hours x Fixed Wing
Cost/Hour
Capture Cost + Aerial Mark-Resight Survey

600/Collar
Subscription =
650/Year

75,000

NA

75,000

NA

18,262

18,262

33,586

33,586

350/Hour

NA

1,750

NA

1,750

151,465

89,316

198,804

134,904
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Table 2. 5. Costs per unit (aerial MR) for cost-benefit simulations; data from mule deer in the Round Valley and Goodale survey
areas, California, USA, 2020.
Item
Formula
Round Valley Round Valley
Goodale Goodale
(GPS)
(VHF)
(GPS)
(VHF)
Cost per Aerial Survey
Total Provided by Helicopter
18,262
18,262
33,586
33,586
Crew
Cost per Fixed Wing Survey
Fixed Wing Flight Hours x
NA
1,750
NA
1,750
(VHF only)
Fixed Wing Cost/Hour
Cost per Animal
(Capture Cost + Aerial Mark2,220
1,612
1,824
1,689
Resight Survey)/Number of
Captured Animals
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Figure 2. 1. Winter fecal DNA CMR survey areas (2020) for Round Valley and Goodale
herds of mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus inyoensis); Eastern Sierra Nevada Mountains,
California, USA. All potential survey cells shown for both Round Valley (n =149) and
Goodale (n = 383) The randomly selected survey cells for both Round Valley (n = 36)
and Goodale (n = 60) are highlighted.
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Figure 2. 2. Comparison of simulated cost and precision of aerial MR using GPS and
VHF collars and fecal DNA MR population estimation methods for a population size of
2,400 mule deer and a range of sampling intensities and scenarios (i.e., number of marked
animals, number of sampling occasions, and capture/recapture probabilities). The shaded
area highlights precision and costs for a CV ~10%. Population parameter estimates and
costs were based on data for mule deer in the Round Valley survey area, California, USA,
2020.
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CHAPTER 3
RESOURCE SELECTION FUNCTIONS FOR STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING;
CAN POOP KERNELS IMPROVE ESTIMATIONS OF ABUNDANCE?
ABSTRACT
Well-designed monitoring strategies are necessary to obtain accurate estimates of
population size that can inform management and conservation. Fecal DNA-based
capture-recapture has been successful in estimating population abundance and vital rates
of ungulates where individuals congregate around a resource. However, when little is
known about the population’s distribution, determining where and how to sample
effectively can be a difficult and costly task. Stratified sampling is used to improve the
estimate of precision and potentially improve sampling efficiency, both of which are
important for abundance estimation, for fecal DNA capture-recapture on large
landscapes. In an effort to improve allocation of spatial sampling effort for fecal DNA
capture-recapture methods, I evaluated three methods using winter GPS locations from
collared female mule deer (Odocoleius hemionus) and mule deer pellet pile counts within
the Round Valley survey area in the eastern Sierra Nevada, California, USA. I used
negative binomial regression to compare the number of GPS points per cell, the mean
kernel density per cell, and the average RSF use score per cell with the number of pellet
piles. There was a positive relationship between all three GPS-based methods and the
number of pellet piles. The GPS point model and the KDE model explained a higher
amount of variation within the pellet pile data (McFadden’s R2 = 0.38, 0.37 respectively)
compared to the GPS-based RSF (McFadden’s R2 = 0.03). For areas with access to GPS
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data, I propose using GPS points or a KDE to generate a stratification scheme for fecal
DNA capture-recapture surveys. For areas without access to GPS data, I recommend
managers use pellet pile count surveys. The number of pellet piles per cell can provide an
accurate, cost-effective, and logistically efficient alternative dataset for generating low,
medium, and high-use strata to improve estimates of abundance from fecal DNA capturerecapture surveys on large areas.
INTRODUCTION
A well-designed monitoring strategy is required to obtain accurate estimates of
population size and vital rates, as well as to evaluate management strategies for big game
species. Fecal DNA-based capture-recapture (CMR) has been a successful method for
estimating population abundance, and to a lesser degree, vital rates of ungulates and other
big game species. CMR has been successful when home ranges are small, individuals
regularly use specific game trails (Brinkman et al. 2011, Lounsberry et al. 2013), or
individuals congregate around a concentrated resource, like a water source on desert
landscapes (e.g., Pfeiler et al. 2021, Woodruff et al. 2016) or fawning areas on summer
range (Brazeal et al. 2017). However, with the exception of Chapter 1, fecal DNA CMR
has not yet been tested on larger areas, such as mule deer winter range. When little is
known about the population’s distribution on the landscape, determining where and how
to sample effectively over large areas can be a difficult, or futile, and costly task.
For ungulates in temperate climates, population abundance is often estimated on
winter range (Rabe et al. 2002). In contrast to previous fecal DNA CMR study settings,
winter ranges can be relatively large and individuals may not be drawn into resource
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point sources. As with all population abundance surveys, sampling design is crucial for
obtaining reliable DNA-based CMR survey results (Lukacs et al. 2005), and this is
particularly important when the study area is large. A key component of an appropriate
sampling strategy for all CMR surveys is random selection of sampling units. However,
selecting random units over large areas can be inefficient if many sampling units without
any animals may be sampled, and estimates can have large variances. Stratified random
sampling can increase precision of estimates like abundance, and can narrow confidence
intervals if the strata are chosen well (Thompson et al. 1998 and Krebs 1999). A stratified
random sampling design groups similar units together within strata, and randomly selects
samples from each stratum (Thompson et al. 1998). For the Round Valley mule deer
herd, understanding the distribution of mule deer locations — and in particular, locations
of mule deer defecations — on the landscape is necessary for the definition strata and to
develop a sampling scheme to efficiently gather data for fecal DNA CMR-based
estimates of abundance.
Counts of GPS points can be used to better understand the spatial distribution of
mule deer locations across the landscape. Further, a kernel density estimator (KDE) based
on GPS points can quantify how collared animals spend their time (Peron 2019) and
some aspects of space use including home ranges (Warton 1989), interactions
(Millspaugh et al. 2004), and resource use (Millspaugh et al. 2006). However, GPS
location points and KDEs only represent GPS collared animals, not necessarily the entire
herd, especially if the sample is not representative. One means of characterizing areas
where a species is likely to occur in space is through resource selection functions (RSFs).
Resource selection functions are a statistically rigorous form of habitat suitability indices
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(Boyce et al. 2002) that estimate the relative habitat or area selection strength by an
individual animal or population of interest (Manly et al. 1993, Boyce et al. 2002, and
Avgar et al. 2017). RSFs can be used to predict future distributions of populations or
where individuals, including uncollared animals, are likely to occur on the landscape.
However, if the RSF is based only on GPS data from collared animals it may not be
representative of the entire population while pellet pile counts represent the entire
population. Assessing the relationship between GPS based analyses and pellet pile counts
is important understanding how GPS data can inform fecal DNA CMR surveys.
The overarching goal of this study was to determine if a GPS based method could
inform a sampling design that improves the precision of abundance estimates based on
fecal DNA CMR. To meet this goal, I compared counts of GPS points, GPS based
KDEs, and GPS based RSFs as tools to improve implementation of fecal DNA CMR
surveys on large landscapes. GPS location data can reflect many different behaviors for
mule deer, not just where they defecate. Consequently, that there may be a difference
between the overall distribution of GPS locations across a landscape and the locations
where pellet piles are actually found. As an initial step in determining if GPS points and
or GPS based analyses can be used to improve fecal DNA CMR survey design, I assessed
the relationship and correlation between GPS points, KDEs, and RSF outputs with pellet
pile counts.
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METHODS
Study Area
I used GPS data from mule deer on winter range in the Round Valley herd at the
base of the eastern side of Sierra Nevada, in Inyo and Mono counties, California, USA
(Figure 3.1). The study area is bounded by Highway 395 to the east, and by the Sierra
Nevada to the west. Elevations in the region range from 1,220m on the valley floor to
over 4,267m at the peak of the Sierra Nevada, however, the Round Valley mule deer
study area ranges from 1,220m to only 2,137m.
This region is characterized by hot, dry summers (June-September), short, mild
autumns with cooling temperatures and cold winters with heavy snowfall typically at
higher elevations (November-April) (Monteith et al. 2011). Precipitation is seasonal, with
75% occurring between November and March (Kucera 1988, Monteith et al. 2011). Mule
deer are typically at higher elevations during summer months and migrate to lower
elevation winter ranges starting in November (Monteith et al. 2011). Most of the herds
remains at the lower elevation winter ranges through April to escape high snow levels
and take advantage of winter forage and spring green-up (Monteith et al. 2011).
Vegetation in Round Valley is typical of the western Great Basin and dominated
by sagebrush-steppe ecosystems (Storer et al. 2004, Monteith et al. 2011). Shrubs are
dominant, with blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus spp.),
bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) and sagebrush (Artemesia spp.) the most common species
(Kucera 1997). Small areas of open pasture are distributed throughout the region along
with low-density residential housing (Pierce et al. 2004).
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I defined the Round Valley survey area via a 95% kernel density estimator (KDE)
based on winter GPS data for mule deer in the area. I used GPS collar data from adult
does from 2017-2020 to identify the Round Valley herd’s winter range and define our
survey area. The 95% KDE aggregated points from all collared individuals based on GPS
data collected during January through March (Warton 1989, Monteith et al. 2011) to
obtain boundaries for winter range study areas.
Deer Capture
Adult female mule deer were captured in March (2017-2020) using a net gun
fired from a helicopter (Krausman et al. 1985 and Monteith et al. 2014). Mule deer were
blindfolded and hobbled before being flown to a basecamp for processing and fitted with
a GPS collar. Captures led by CDFW personnel were conducted with the approval of
CDFW wildlife veterinarians and under the scope of CDFW’s animal care and use policy
(CDFW Operations Manual Policy 149). Capture locations were selected within each
study area and individuals were randomly selected by the helicopter capture crews to
distribute the collars within the study area. Capture efforts deployed GPS collars from
four different manufactures in the Round Valley survey area (Lotek, Washington, USA;
Vectronics, Berlin, Germany; Sirtrack, Havelock North, New Zealand; and ATS,
Minnesota, USA). The Vectronics, Sirtrack, and ATS collars collected one point per day
at 08:00. The Lotek collars deployed from 2017-2019 collected one point per day at
08:00, while the Lotek collars deployed in 2020 were high frequency and collected one
point per hour per day. Data was downloaded remotely via UHF communication built
into the collars.
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Pellet Pile Data
I overlaid the Round Valley survey area with a 1 km2 hexagonal grid in ArcGIS
Pro (Version 2.6.0; Esri Inc.), which resulted in 149 cells (Figure 3.1). Based on sample
size simulations from a previous study using fecal DNA closed-capture models, I
estimated 36 cells needed to be sampled to achieve a coefficient of variance, or CV, of
10% for abundance estimates. I used program R (Version 3.6.1; https://cran.rproject.org.) to randomly selected 36 of the 149 cells for the survey (Figure 3.1), which I
refer to as the selected cells. To ensure sampling was spread throughout the 1 km2 survey
cells, technicians walked four 500 m transects in the four cardinal directions from the
centroids of selected cells. Technicians counted all pellet piles (e.g., group of pellets
clearly resulting from one individual’s defecation event) on the transects and assigned an
age classification (i.e., old, recent, or fresh) to each pile. Due to the high density of pellet
piles in the Round Valley survey area, only pellet piles within 0.5 m of the transect path
were counted (~1 m width). Because I wanted to describe winter range overall, and not
for a particular year, old and fresh pellets were counted. Based on previous studies in
regions characterized by seasonal snow cover and freezing (Persson 2003, Theuerkauf et
al. 2008, Jung and Kukka, 2016) and studies in semi-arid regions (Massei et al. 1998,
Woodruff et al. 2015), pellet piles classified as “old” could represent multiple years of
data. Using ArcGIS Pro, I calculated the total number of pellet piles along our transects
in each selected cell to compare to the mean RSF use probability.
GPS Data and Kernel Density Estimate
I used locations collected when deer were on winter range (January-March; 20172020). I selected GPS data to reflect how long research suggested pellet piles would last
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in our survey area. Pellet piles decay at varying rates depending on environmental factors
and habitat type (Bailey and Putman 1981). Pellets persist longer in in arid environments
(Woodruff et al. 2015) when rain cannot wash pellets away (Harestad and Bunnell 1987).
Pellets also degrade faster when animal activity and density is high, like around drinkers
on a desert landscape (Harestad and Bunnell 1987). Due to the location of the Round
Valley mule deer survey area and the randomly selected transects, I assumed pellets
could persist for multiple years and selected GPS data from 2017-2020 to match the
timeframe of the pellet pile dataset. I retained all the GPS locations with a 3-D fix for
analysis; 11 points with a 2-D fix were removed to minimize effects of location errors
(Lewis et al. 2007). I included all location data that met the locational error standard and
fell between January and March (2017 - 2020) in the analysis.
In 2020, 18 mule deer were collared with high frequency Lotek GPS collars that
collected one point per hour. I subset the high frequency collar data to only include one
point per day per unique deer ID during foraging hours in the morning and late
afternoons (i.e., 06:00-10:00 and15:00- 18:00). I compared the number of points across
year and individual to ensure the data was balanced. For 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 the
number of GPS fixes included in analysis was 1950, 2940, 3368, and 2768 respectively.
For individuals, the number of GPS fixes in a given survey year ranged from 36-91 with
an average of 79 GPS fixes per individual per survey year. I considered this data
adequately balanced for this analysis.
I used the GPS location data to determine if GPS points, GPS based KDEs, and or
GPS based RSFs can be used to inform where sample for fecal DNA CMR. Using
ArcGIS Pro, I calculated the total number of GPS points per selected cell to compare to
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the total number of pellet piles. All of the GPS points were used for both the KDE and
the RSF. Using ArcGIS Pro, I used the Kernel Density tool to calculate the density of
GPS points for the KDE (ESRI). The output cell size was set to 30 m x 30 m to match the
pixel size of the RSF output. I used the Planar method and all other model inputs were set
to the default parameters. I calculated the density for each 1 km2 cell in the survey area (n
= 149) as the average of the 30 m x 30 m pixels within using the Zonal Statistics tool in
ArcGIS Pro. While the GPS points and the KDE are a good estimate of density, the GPS
points only represent collared adult female mule deer. Since fecal pellet collection is not
limited to collared deer, I also modeled the RSF to estimate the probability of habitat use
for the entire herd, not just collared female mule deer.
Predictor Variables
I selected habitat predictor variables based on previous research on mule deer in
the Intermountain West (e.g., Sawyer et al. 2010, Webb et al. 2013, and CDFW
unpublished information), as well as from habitat variables hypothesized to be important
to the Round Valley deer herds based on field observations (Pierce et al. 2004 and Kucera
1997) and previous research (Pierce et al. 2004 and Morano et al. 2019). I obtained a 30m
x 30m digital elevation model (DEM) from the U.S. Geological Survey database (USGS).
Using the Spatial Analyst Tools in ArcGIS, I derived values for slope (%) and aspect
(degrees). I also derived the Topographic Position Index (TPI) using the Topographic
Index tool (Jenness Enterprises) and terrain ruggedness utilizing a Vector Ruggedness
Measure (VRM) developed by Sappington et al. (2007). For terrain ruggedness, I used an
ArcGIS script to measure the variation in a three-dimensional orientation of grid cells
within a 7 x 7 neighborhood (CDFW unpublished documents, script available from the
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Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, CA, USA, ArcGISCode
Sharing website).
I centered and scaled the numerical data values for all the predictor variables. I
used the decostand function from the vegan R-library which yielded values for each
covariate centered at zero. After I centered and standardized the data, I transformed the
elevation, slope, and aspect variables. I created squared variables for elevation and slope.
It is important to note, that because I standardized the data values before transforming the
elevation and slope variables, data values less than one will behave differently than data
values greater than one (i.e., those < |1| get small when squaring and those > |1| get larger
when squaring). However, results were easier to interpret compared to results from data
that were squared prior to being centered and standardized. Since the aspect variable’s
original units were in degrees, meaning 0º and 360º were the same, I transformed the
aspect variable into radians using the following transformation (McCune 2007):
aspectradians = (aspect – 45) x pi / 180
transformed aspect = 1 – cosine(aspectradians) / 2
I only used the transformed aspect variable in our RSF model but I inclued linear and
quadratic models for elevation and slope variables. I included a model with elevation +
elevation2 and slope + slope2 to model intermediate optimum elevations or slopes for
deer.
Additionally, I used 30m x 30m vegetation layers from the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA, Forest Service) which provided a uniform vegetation
classification scheme within the survey area (CDFW unpublished documents). I
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combined all the vegetation types into six classes: 1) barren, 2) shrubland, 3) herbaceous
grasses, 4) development, 5) treed, and 6) water. Prior to model construction, I aligned the
vegetation and habitat layers using the projectRaster function from the raster package in
the R-library and clipped the layers to the Round Valley survey area.
Resource Selection Function Analysis
I modeled the RSFs in Program R with a used-available design, where mule deer
location data (i.e., GPS data) represented used locations. To ensure an adequately large
number of available points, I generated 85 available points per used point (Lele and Keim
2006, Lele 2009, Barbet-Massin et al. 2012, Northrup et al. 2013, Fieberg et al. 2021),
which was roughly one available point per pixel (30 x 30 m), sampled randomely across
the 95% population-level KDE (the availability domain).
I fitted the exponential RSF using logistic regression (Boyce 2006, Long et al.
2009, Anderson et al. 2012). Prior to modeling, I estimated correlations between
variables. No variables were removed because all |r| values <0.60 (Stewart et al. 2002,
Anderson et al. 2012). I constructed a set of univariate models using each habitat
variable. For each model, I calculated Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), ΔAIC, and
the Akaike weight. I validated the predictive success of the top model with a k-fold cross
validation procedure (Boyce et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2004, Koper and Manseau 2012,
and Fieberg et al. 2018). For the k-fold cross validation, I randomly divided our data into
10 equal sized subsamples, or folds. I trained our model using nine out of the 10 folds. I
tested the fit of the withheld data to the model developed using the data from the other
nine folds (Boyce et al. 2002, Koper and Manseau 2012). This comparison produced a
correlation coefficient, rho (Koper and Manseau 2012). I repeated this process ten times,
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calculating the correlation coefficient, rho, for each of the ten trials, and took the overall
average.
I applied the RSF to each pixel (30m x 30m) in the Round Valley mule deer
survey area. At the jth pixel the top model coefficients were multiplied by the appropriate
input layer, and then summed. I then back-transformed the result to solve for p using the
following equation:

𝑝𝑝 =

𝑒𝑒 (𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑥𝑥1

𝑗𝑗

+ 𝛽𝛽2 𝑥𝑥2 𝑗𝑗 +...+ 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 𝑗𝑗 )

1 + 𝑒𝑒 (𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑥𝑥1

𝑗𝑗

+ 𝛽𝛽2 𝑥𝑥2 𝑗𝑗 +...+ 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 𝑗𝑗 )

The result p, is on a scale of 0 to 1 and represents the probability of selection for
the individual pixel. Probability of selection is defined as the probability that the resource
will be used, conditional on encountering it (Lele 2009; CDFW unpublished documents).
This resulted in a predictive layer, similar to a heat map, where each pixel in the survey
area shows the relative intensity of selection. Finally, I calculated the RSF score for each
1 km2 cell in the survey area (n = 149) as the average of the 30 m x 30 m pixels within
using the Zonal Statistics tool in ArcGIS Pro.
Relationship Between GPS Points, KDE Output, and RSF Probability of Use and
Pellet Pile Counts
To determine if GPS points, KDE outputs, and GPS-based-RSF scores are related
to pellet counts, I fit three Poisson generalized linear models using Program R. However,
after running the models, I determined the pellet count data was over dispersed and fit
negative binomial regression models with a log link function (Ver Hoef and Boveng
2007). Using the negative binomial regression, I tested if the total number of pellet piles
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per selected cell increased as a function of the number of GPS points per selected cell,
mean KDE output per cell, mean RSF score for the selected cells. To assess the overall
model fit, I calculated McFadden’s pseudo R2 value using the equation (McFadden
1974):
R2 = 1 – (Residual Deviance / Null Deviance)
RESULTS
I used 11,027 GPS location points from 115 deer from the Round Valley herd
during the during January-March (Figure 3.2a). For the survey cells (n = 36), total
number of GPS points per selected cell ranged from 0 – 409 with an average of 90.4
points per cell. I used a 100% KDE and clipped the raster output to the Round Valley
survey area (Figure 3.2b). The mean density per cell ranged from 0 – 307.8 with an
average density of 74.1 per cell.
Resource Selection Function Analysis
The top model included all variables included in the RSF except topographic
position index, development, and water, with quadratic forms of elevation and slope. This
model was 42.4 ΔAIC lower than the second-best model (Table 3.1, Appendix E, Table
E.1 for full model set). All coefficients were negative with the exception of the linear
slope variable (Table 3.2). The coefficient with the greatest magnitude was the vegetation
category herbaceous, followed by terrain ruggedness, and the vegetation category treed.
This model was validated using a k-fold cross validation procedure, which
produced Spearman-rank correlation values, or rho values. The top model showed high
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positive Spearman-rank values across all ten folds, with a mean correlation coefficient,
rho, value of 0.96 and a mean p-value ≤ 0.001. This indicated there was strong evidence
for good model performance. The predictive heat map was generated based on the top
model (Figure 3.3a) and the average RSF score was calculated for each 1 km2 survey cell
(Figure 3.3b).
Relationship Between GPS Points, KDE, and RSF Relative Probability of Use and
Pellet Pile Counts
For the 36 selected cells, I counted 18,444 pellet piles. The estimated
overdispersion parameter was 1.12, 1.12, and 1.14 for the negative binomial models of
pellet counts as a linear function of GPS points, KDE output, and RSF probability
respectively. There was a positive relationship between the GPS points and the pellet
counts (slope: 0.004 ± 0.0009, p-value ≤ 0.001; McFadden’s R2 = 0.38). There was a
positive relationship between the average KDE output per cell and the pellet pile counts
(slope: 0.006 ± 0.001, p-value ≤ 0.001; McFadden’s R2 = 0.37). There was also a positive
relationship between RSF probability of use and pellet pile counts (slope: 5.81 ± 3.67, pvalue = 0.11; McFadden’s R2 = 0.03).
DISCUSSION
Negative binomial regression showed a positive relationship between the number
of GPS points, the average kernel density per cell, the mean RSF score, and the number
of pellet piles per cell. The GPS point and KDE negative binomial regression also had a
McFadden’s R2 value of 0.38 and 0.37 respectively. Unlike traditional R2 values,
McFadden’s R2 values between 0.20 and 0.40 indicate good model fit (McFadden 1974).
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This indicates that GPS points and KDEs could be used as a good indication of where to
find pellet piles on the landscape. However, the RSF negative binomial regression had a
low McFadden’s R2 value of 0.03. While a lower range of McFadden’s R2 values still
indicate good model fit compared to traditional R2 values, a McFadden R2 value of 0.03
indicates poor model fit. This suggests I missed habitat and environmental factors that
could explain more of the variation or there was a mismatch between the data types. I
conclude that of these techniques GPS points are the best and easiest method for
indicating where pellet piles can be located on the landscape, followed by a KDE.
Further, based on our results, our current GPS-based RSF is not an appropriate method
for indicating where pellet piles are located on the landscape. However, there are other
datatypes for an RSF that should be explored as methods to improve where to sample
using fecal DNA CMR surveys.
RSFs are typically built using GPS location data (Johnson et al. 2004, Swain et al.
2008, Koper and Manseau 2012, Northrup et al. 2013) because data from GPS collars
allow for high accuracy and resolution of these functions (Kertson and Marzluff 2011). A
limited number of studies have used GPS-based RSFs to improve study design for
estimating abundance. For example, Boulanger et al. (2018) used RSFs to inform where
to survey using bear hair snares for DNA-based CMR and Allen et al. (2008) found that
using RSFs to select strata for stratified random sampling for aerial flight surveys
improved the precision of abundance estimates for elk. Due to cost, logistics, and
potential risk to the animals and biologists, GPS location data is not always available for
management organizations and it does not always represent the specific behavior of
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interest (i.e., where mule deer are defecating within a survey area). For a fecal DNA
study, data sources other than GPS-based RSFs may improve survey design.
Alternative data sources have been used to develop RSFs with varying success.
Cretois et al. (2021) used opportunistic observations for ungulates from citizen scientists,
however, their results showed significant bias towards trails and human populated areas.
Apps et al. (2004) and Loosen et al. (2019) used bear location data from hair rubs to
develop RSFs. More relevant to delineating strata from pellet piles, Mumma et al. (2017)
and MacAulay et al. (2022) used scat locations from predator species to build RSFs.
While these studies used scat to construct an RSF and a GPS-based RSFs was
successfully used to delineate strata and improve precision of abundance estimates, to our
knowledge this is the first study to assess whether GPS-based RSFs can delineate strata to
improve fecal DNA CMR surveys. I conclude GPS-based RSFs are not the best method
for indicating where pellet piles are located on the landscape. Further, while GPS points
and KDEs are a good method for indicating where pellet piles are location on the
landscape, GPS data is not always available and other methods should be explored.
The goal of generating strata is to identify zones within a survey area that are
expected to have similar population densities (Found and Patterson 2020). Count and
census data from aerial surveys are often used to define strata for stratified random
sampling surveys (Siniff and Skoog 1964, Karns 1982, Gasaway et al. 1986, Noyes et al.
2000, Fieberg and Lenarz 2012, and Found and Patterson 2020). While aerial surveys are
common, they are also expensive and risky, and the data collected represent multiple
behaviors not all of which are informative for defining strata for fecal DNA CMR
surveys. Alternatively, pellet pile surveys are inexpensive, much lower risk, and the data
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collected represent one specific behavior that directly informs fecal DNA CMR.
Additionally, pellet pile surveys are one of the most common survey methods for
estimating population density and have been used for decades (Neff 1968, Ryel 1971,
Collins and Urness 1979, Bailey and Putman 1981, Henry 1981, Freddy and Bowden
1983, Rowland et al. 1984, Eggert et al. 2003, Plhal et al 2014, and Pfeffer et al. 2017).
Recent studies have also found that abundance estimates from pellet pile counts are
comparable to those from other methods (Eggert et al. 2003, Campbell et al. 2004, Plhal
et al. 2014, and Pfeffer et al. 2017). I believe using pellet pile counts from survey cells
can provide an accurate, cost-effective, and logistically efficient alternative dataset for
generating low, medium, and high-use strata for stratified random sampling surveys.
By modifying our data collection methods from the Round Valley mule deer
survey, I believe pellet pile counts would provide a non-invasive and cost-effective
alternative to using GPS-based RSFs for improving survey design. For our pellet count
survey, technicians walked four 500 m transects from the centroid of every selected cell
(n = 36; total transects = 144) in 46 working days (23 days x 2 technicians). For other
reasons, technicians also collected the location of each pellet pile, which slowed down
the data collection dramatically compared to just counting pellet piles. By only counting
pellet piles (using hand-held counters) and reducing the number of transects to two 500 m
transect per cell, I believe I could survey almost the entire Round Valley mule deer
survey area (n = 149) in less time. Further, pellet piles represent the specific behavior
fecal surveys are targeting, so they are likely more informative for where to survey using
fecal DNA CMR.
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In summary, the goal of my study was to improve the sampling design and
efficacy of fecal DNA CMR surveys. I found that GPS points and KDEs are a good
indication of where pellet piles can be found on the landscape and therefore could be
used to develop a stratification scheme for fecal DNA CMR surveys. In contrast, GPSbased RSFs are not the best method for developing fecal DNA CMR surveys. For areas
with GPS collared individuals, I recommend using the number of GPS points per cell or a
KDE to inform stratification. For smaller survey areas, similar to the Round Valley mule
deer winter range, that do not have GPS collared individuals, I recommend
sampling/surveying cells to estimate number of pellet piles per cell to inform
stratification fecal DNA CMR surveys instead of GPS-based RSFs. For larger survey
areas, I recommend using pellet pile surveys on an adequate proportion of the survey
area, as indicated by power analyses and study design. I believe this will provide an
accurate and cost-effective method to improve the precision of abundance estimates from
fecal DNA CMR surveys. However, if strata cannot be adequately defined or
stratification does not improve precision of estimates, I recommend increasing the sample
size. Increasing the number of pellet piles collected for genetic analysis will increase the
costs associated with fecal DNA CMR surveys, but should also improve estimates of
abundance and their associated precision.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 3. 1. The top three models for RSF probability of use based on GPS points from
collared female mule deer in the Round Valley winter survey area 2017-2020, Round
Valley, California, USA. See Appendix E, Table E.1 for full suite of models.
Model

AICc

ΔAIC

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2
+ slope2 + terrain ruggedness + barren + shrubland +
treed + herbaceous

108,768

0

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + slope2 +
terrain ruggedness + barren + shrubland + treed +
herbaceous

108,810

42

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2
+ terrain ruggedness + barren + shrubland + treed +
herbaceous

109,861

1092

Table 3. 2. Coefficients from the top model for RSF probability of use based on GPS
points from collared female mule deer in the Round Valley winter survey area 20172020, Round Valley, California, USA. See Appendix E, Table E.1 for full suite of
models.
Coefficient
Estimate
Standard
Z
Pr(>|z|)
Error
Value
Intercept
-4.05
0.11
-38.26
<0.001
Transformed Aspect
-0.42
0.01
-28.46
<0.001
Elevation (km)
-0.51
0.02
-22.71
<0.001
Slope
0.20
0.03
6.45
<0.001
2
2
Elevation (km )
-0.16
0.02
-6.45
<0.001
2
Slope
-0.92
0.32
-30.24
<0.001
Terrain Ruggedness
-1.09
0.03
-31.72
<0.001
Barren
-0.43
0.14
-2.99
0.003
Shrubland
-0.16
0.10
-1.55
0.12
Treed
-0.81
0.13
-6.47
<0.001
Herbaceous
-1.18
0.11
-10.60
<0.001
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Figure 3. 1. Winter survey area (2020) for the Round Valley mule deer herd (Odocoileus
hemionus inyoensis) located in Eastern Sierra Nevada Mountains, California USA. All
potential survey cells shown (n = 149) with randomly selected survey cells (n = 36) are
highlighted.

Figure 3. 2. A) GPS points for adult female mule deer during January-March from the Round Valley herd (2017-2020) used for all
GPS based analysis. B) The KDE output generated from the winter GPS points, Round Valley mule deer survey area, California,
USA. Selected cells outlined in thick blue line.
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Figure 3. 3. Heat map generated from the top RSF model based on GPS locations (2017-2020) for a) 30 x 30 m pixels and b) mean
use type per cell (1 km2), Round Valley mule deer survey area, California, USA. Selected cells outlined in thick blue line.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
Monitoring mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) populations and obtaining precise
estimates of abundance is essential for the continued conservation of this species. A
variety of survey methods are available for estimating abundance, and determining which
method is best depends on the situation. Aerial surveys have been used for decades to
obtain robust estimates of abundance for ungulates, especially using mark-resight (MR)
techniques (Keegan et al. 2011 and Furnas et al. 2018). However, aerial MR techniques
are not an ideal survey method in densely vegetated habitats or where the resight
probability is low or variable (Thompson et al. 1998, Furnas et al. 2018, Pfeiler et al.
2021). Aerial MR surveys also may have drawbacks in terms of cost and risk to both the
animals and researchers. For these reasons, in the last decade management agencies have
increasing turned to fecal DNA capture-recapture (CMR) surveys (Brinkman et al. 2011,
Woodruff et al. 2015, Brazeal et al. 2017, Pfeiler et al. 2021) as another tool in the “tool
belt” of methods for estimating abundance of ungulates. Fecal DNA CMR surveys have
been successful at estimating abundance of ungulates when fecal pellets can be collected
from game trails, (Brinkman et al. 2010, Lounsberry et al. 2015, Brazeal et al. 2017,
Furnas et al. 2018), resource point sources like water drinkers and salt licks,
(Schoenecker et al. 2015, Woodruff 2015, Pfeiler et al. 2020), or when the survey
population or survey area is relatively small (Poole et al. 2011, Lounsberry et al. 2015,
Pfeiler et al. 2020, Pfeiler et al. 2021). However, to our knowledge no studies have
assessed the efficacy of using fecal DNA CMR to estimate abundance of ungulates on
winter ranges with snowy, winter conditions and when transects are randomly selected
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over a large area. The goals of my thesis research include: 1) evaluating fecal DNA CMR
for estimating population abundance of mule deer on large, winter ranges compared to
aerial MR and 2) assessing whether GPS points, kernel density estimates, and or RSFs
can predict where pellet piles are located on the landscape and can, therefore, be used
inform where to survey using fecal DNA CMR methods.
In chapter 2, I implemented fecal DNA CMR surveys on the Round Valley and
Goodale mule deer winter ranges to compare the abundance estimates and associated
precision to results from aerial MR surveys. Additionally, using field costs and a
simulation study, I generated a cost comparison per unit of precision for fecal DNA CMR
and aerial MR methods for a variety of scenarios. I found that fecal DNA CMR was
effective for estimating population abundance on winter range and in snowy, winter
conditions. Random sampling worked in the Round Valley study area where a sufficient
proportion of the winter range was accessible by foot or vehicle. However, the random
sampling strategy with fecal DNA CMR was not effective in all conditions. My approach
did not work for the larger and less accessible Goodale study area. In large study areas
like Goodale, mule deer should be fed large doses of laxatives during the survey period to
increase their defecation rate and therefore, to increase the number of pellet piles on the
landscape and the likelihood of encountering pellet piles on randomly selected transects.
My findings show that with some caveats, fecal DNA CMR can provide a cost-effective
and non-invasive alternative to traditional MR methods, like aerial MR surveys, for
estimating abundance of ungulate populations. I recommend using fecal DNA CMR
when researchers can survey an adequate proportion of the survey area and collect an
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adequate number of samples. In summary, fecal DNA CMR is likely to work best on
smaller winter ranges that are accessible by foot or vehicle.
In chapter 3, I evaluated the relationship between GPS points, a GPS based KDE,
a GPS-based RSF, and pellet pile counts. I used GPS data from collared female mule deer
from the Round Valley winter survey area (2017-2020). I used the total number of GPS
points per selected cell (n = 36), the mean kernel density per selected cell, and the mean
RSF score per selected cell to determine if GPS data or GPS based analyses can be used
to inform the study design of fecal DNA CMR surveys. The negative binomial regression
shows there was a positive relationship between GPS points, the mean kernel density, and
the number of pellet piles in selected cells. The McFadden’s R2 value also indicates that
GPS points can explain a good amount of the variation within the pellet pile data
(McFadden’s R2 = 0.38). The negative binomial regression also shows there was a
positive relationship between the GPS based RSF use scores and the number of pellet
piles per selected cell. However, the RSF does not explain a large amount of the variation
within the pellet pile count data (McFadden’s R2 = 0.03). For areas that have GPS data
accessible, I believe using the number of GPS points per survey cell would be an
appropriate method for informing where to sample for fecal DNA CMR surveys. For
areas without GPS data accessible, I believe using pellet pile location data for RSF
analysis would be a better method for informing fecal DNA CMR surveys. To our
knowledge, there have not been any studies that use ungulate pellet pile locations as an
alternative dataset for RSF analysis, but pellet pile counts have been used to estimate
abundance of ungulates for decades (Neff 1968, Ryel 1971, Collins and Urness 1979,
Bailey and Putman 1981, Henry 1981, Freddy and Bowden 1983, Rowland et al. 1984,
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Eggert et al. 2003, Plhal et al. 2014, and Pfeffer et al. 2017). I believe using pellet pile
counts would provide a cost-effective alternative dataset for generating a sampling
scheme. Therefore, until effective protocols are generated for building a RSF based on
pellet pile locations, I believe managers should use the number of pellet piles per cell to
inform study design instead of GPS-based RSFs for fecal DNA CMR surveys.
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APPENDIX A
METHODS AND RESULTS FOR 2019 PILOT STUDY
METHODS
We conducted a pilot study in 2019 and used results from those studies to inform
our sampling in 2020. We overlaid the Round Valley and Goodale study areas with a 1
km2 hexagonal grid, using ArcGIS Pro Version 2.6.0; Esri Inc.). We used program R
(Version 3.6.1; https://cran.r-project.org.) to randomly select individual grid cells using a
simple random sampling design for the Round Valley and Goodale study areas. For
Round Valley, we surveyed 30 of the 149 total cells, or 20% of the survey area. For the
Goodale study area, we surveyed 60 of the 383 total cells, or 16% of the total survey area.
In attempt to decrease duplicate counts of the same individual within one occasion, we
collected only 6 samples per transect. Any additional pellet piles were cleared off of the
transects. All other methods were similar to the 2020 survey.
RESULTS
In Round Valley, we collected 325 fecal samples in the 2019 pilot study.
Genotyping success was lower in the pilot study (69%) compared to the 2020 survey
(84%). In 2019, 196 unique individuals were identified with 28 recaptures. The number
of detections per individual across all four sampling sessions ranged from 1 to 3. In
Goodale, we collected 86 fecal samples in the 2019 pilot study. Genotyping success was
high (85%). There were 63 unique individuals identified. The number of detections per
individual across all four sampling occasions ranged from 1 to 3.
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In Round Valley, it snowed 10 days during the sampling period (January 2019;
WeatherSpark). Genotyping success was high (>80%) for samples collected in heavy
snowfall (n = 20) while genotyping success was low (0%) for samples that had snow melt
on top of them (n = 14).
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE COLLECTION SIMULATIONS
METHODS
To determine the number of genetic samples required, we conducted simulations
to estimate precision of estimates of N. We used the Huggins formulation of a closedcapture model and ran simulations using Program MARK, which outputs estimates of N
and its standard error (SE) for a given set of inputs (described below). From these outputs
we estimated the coefficient of variation (CV) of N for a range of sampling scenarios,
^

where𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑁𝑁) =
^

^

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆�𝑁𝑁 �
^

𝑁𝑁

, and determined the number of samples needed to achieve a

desired𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑁𝑁). For each combination of input values, we ran 100 simulations from which
^

we estimated the average 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑁𝑁) and the predicted number of genetic samples. We used a

simple closed-capture model structure, which had constant p and c that were set equal to

one another. Setting p = c is used when there are no behavioral responses to capture (e.g.,
animals are neither trap happy nor trap shy), which is typically the case with noninvasive
DNA capture-recapture.
The simulation inputs were based on: 1) recent estimates of total population size
from mark-resight surveys, 2) the estimated size of winter range (based on the 95%
utilization distribution from the kernel density home range estimator from all GPS
collared adult female mule deer locations from December 2017 – February 2018), 3)
varying proportions of grid cells sampled, 4) a very conservative estimate of p (0.10) to
ensure adequate sampling, and 5) 3 to 5 surveys based on logistical constraints. We also
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assumed a 70% genetic identification success rate based on the most recent fecal DNA
identifications for desert mule deer and desert bighorn sheep, as well as other similar
projects from the Epps lab. After the first year of data has been analyzed, it may be
beneficial to change to simulation inputs and adjust the sampling design.
Based on simulation inputs of 100 grid cells on the winter range and the resultant
output, sampling 25 grid cells 4 times will provide reasonable CV of approximately
^

13.5% for estimated 𝑁𝑁 (Table B.1) Although a CV of 10% is desirable for detecting

relevant trends (e.g., decline of 25%) over five years, the number of samples to achieve
this CV is prohibitively expensive or logistically difficult. However, conservative inputs
were used for simulations, so the estimates may be more precise than predicted by the
simulations. If we assume the same sampling scheme for both areas, a total of 1,200
samples will be submitted each year for genetic testing.
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Table B.1. Table of simulation outputs (CV) used to determine the number of survey
cells, sampling sessions, and target number of samples to collect per field season.
Prop. cells
No. of sampling Approximate
CV(̂N̂)
Relative Bias
sampled
occasions
no. genetic
(N̂)%b
a
samples

a

0.10

4

133

20.7

-3.4

0.15

4

200

17.4

-5.5

0.20

4

267

14.4

-1.7

0.25

4

333

13.4

-1.6

0.30

4

400

11.9

-1.5

0.35

4

467

11.1

-2.1

0.40

4

533

10.2

0

0.45

4

600

9.7

-1

0.50

4

667

9.1

0.1

0.10

5

167

15.5

-2.7

0.15

5

250

13.0

-2.0

0.20

5

333

11.1

0.1

0.25

5

417

9.8

0.9

0.30

5

500

9.2

-1.8

0.35

5

583

8.4

-1.4

0.40

5

667

7.8

0.4

0.45

5

750

7.4

-0.5

0.50

5

833

7.0

-0.2

Number of genetic samples accounts for an extra 10% samples required (i.e., assumes a
90% success rate for identifying genetic samples).
b
Relative bias = (N - N̂) / (N̂) * 100
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APPENDIX C
GENETIC ANALYSIS
We extracted DNA from fecal scrapings using a modified AquaGenomic Stool and
Soil protocol (MultiTarget Pharmaceuticals LLC, Colorado Springs, CO). We increased
the amount of AquaGenomic solution to 450uL per sample, performed a 15-minute beadbeating step with 1.0 mm silica/zirconium beads (BioSpec Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK)
to facilitate cell lysis, and added 12 mAU proteinase K (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA). Lastly,
we added 150 μL of AquaPrecipi solution (MultiTarget Pharmaceuticals) to cell lysate to
counteract PCR inhibitors present in fecal samples.
We amplified nine microsatellite markers plus one marker for sex identification.
All loci were multiplexed in a single 10 μL reaction consisting of 5x Qiagen Multiplex
PCR Master Mix, 10 μg of bovine serum albumin, 100uL of a primer cocktail and 1 μL of
genomic DNA. Reactions were brought to volume with nuclease-free water. All primers
were included at 0.2uM final concentration with the exception of the primers for SRY,
which were included at 0.4uM final concentration. For each locus, one primer was
fluorescently tagged on the 5 ’end with NED, PET, VIC (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad,
CA) or 6-FAM (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). We initially ran all samples in three
separate PCR reactions to verify genotype, and included negative and positive controls in
each PCR to monitor for reagent contamination and to align calls across runs.
Thermalcycling conditions for the multiplexed loci were as follows: initial
denaturation of 15 minutes at 95 °C, followed by 35 cycles of [95 °C for 30 seconds, 60
°C for 90 seconds, 72 °C for 60 seconds], and a final elongation of 30 minutes at 60 °C.
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We ran PCRs on BioRad C1000, T100, and MyCycler thermalcycler machines (Bio-Rad
Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA).
We verified amplifications by visualizing 4uL of PCR product from one replicate
of each sample on a 2% agarose gel prestained with GelRed (Biotium, Fremont, CA);
products were then diluted accordingly, ethanol-precipitated to remove salts, and submitted
for genotyping on the ABI 3730 DNA analyzer (Applied Biosystems) at the Oregon State
University Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing (Corvallis, OR). We used
GeneScan500 LIZ dye size standard and called allele sizes in GeneMapper v.4.1 (Applied
Biosystems).
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APPENDIX D
TABLE OF FULL MODEL SET USED TO ESTIMATE ROUND VALLEY MULE
DEER ABUNDANCE (2020)
Table D.1. Model selection results for closed capture models (Huggins formulation) used
to estimate population size using fecal DNA for mule deer in Round Valley herd in
January 2020, California, USA.

a

Modela

K

AICc

ΔAICc

wi

Deviance

p(poopday) c(poopday)

4

1358.411

0.000

0.269

3361.466

p(t)=c(t)

4

1359.123

0.712

0.188

3362.179

p(t) c(t) p4=p1b

6

1359.167

0.756

0.184

3358.191

p(poopday)=c(poopday)+Z

3

1359.728

1.317

0.139

3364.795

p(poopday)=c(poopday)

2

1360.117

1.706

0.115

3367.193

p(poopday) c(t)

5

1360.333

1.922

0.103

3361.374

p(poopday) c(.)

3

1369.934

11.523

0.001

3375.001

p(.) c(.)

2

1374.877

16.466

0.000

3381.953

p(.)=c(.)

1

1380.730

22.319

0.000

3389.812

Key to model notation: K = number of parameters; AICc = Akaike Information Criteria
corrected for small sample size; ΔAICc = difference between the model listed and the
AICc of the best model; wi = model weight based on model AICc compared to all other
model AICc values; p = initial capture probability; c = recapture probability; poopday = a
variable representing the length, in days, of the sampling occasion, which is the number
of days for deer to deposit a nice sample for us (poop); t = sampling occasion modeled as
a categorical variable (each different); “.” = sampling occasion modeled as constant
across sampling occasions; and Z = an intercept offset such that c is additive with p.
b
Models in which the last p = the last c (p4=c4) would not converge. Setting the last p =
the first p (p4=p1) was the only model that would converge when the last p was
constrained to be equal to the last c or another p.
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APPENDIX E
TABLE OF FULL MODEL SET USED IN RSF ANALYSIS
Table E.1. Full set of models used for the RSF using GPS points from collared female
mule deer in the Round Valley winter survey area, Round Valley, California, USA (20172020).
Model

AICc

ΔAIC

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + slope2 +
terrain ruggedness + barren + shrubland + treed + herbaceous

108,768

0

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + slope2 + terrain
ruggedness + barren + shrubland + treed + herbaceous

108,810

42

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + terrain
ruggedness + barren + shrubland + treed + herbaceous

109,861

1,092

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + slope2 +
sria + barren + shrubland + treed + herbaceous

110,084

1,315

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + slope2 +
tpib + barren + shrubland + treed + herbacous

110,092

1,323

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + slope2 +
barren + shrubland + treed + herbaceous

110,099

1,330

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + slope2 +
shrubland + herbaceous + treed

110,111

1,343

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + slope2

110,846

2,077

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2 + barren +
shrubland + treed + herbaceous

110,898

2,129

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + slope2

111,057

2,289

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + barren + shrubland +
treed + herbaceous

111,447

2,679

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + shrubland +
herbaceous

111,501

2,732

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + barren + shrubland +
herbaceous

111,502

2,734

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + shrubland

111,553

2,785
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a
b

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + herbaceous

111,818

3,050

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + elevation2

111,948

3,180

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + terrain ruggedness

112,157

3,388

transformed aspect + elevation + slope+ sria

113,087

4,319

transformed aspect + elevation + slope + tpib

113,128

4,360

transformed aspect + elevation + slope

113,137

4,368

Solar radius indexes
Topographic Position Index

